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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study reports on a longterm study of.the'effects-of

*desegregation of schools, based ion'the tracing of..students

involved in a 1966 desegregation plan.- This ips.the--firitt study .ever;.

donewhich folloWs a group, of desegregated students from-their:first,

.desigregation inAllementOky school until aftei:highschool graduation.:

The study has the advantage 'of being based ort-axandomixed-experiMent.

In 1966.a randomly selected group of students,'nearly all,Slack;'bUt

with 4i fesiAmeri'cies of Puerto Rican and West'Indian heritage, living in

low-income areas in Hartfoid, Connecticut were Offered the. opportunity

to.attend virtually all-White suburban schools.. :In'later years more

studenti volunteered:for the progrAms some having been. randomly sampled

.and others not. In our research Wwidentified-cOntrol.groUps forothese-.

various sets bf desegregated students and traCehe students' to,the

present, when. all had finished their secondary schooling. Some 700K

_parents and/or;,studentsvere Iodated and.interviewed with a telephone,

survey.

The analysis drew six conclusions:

MaleTarticipantsvere more likely to graduate from high

school.' This is probably true'tor fetales as well,.but.the .

effect on females ,is weaker.

2. Male participants'completed more years of-college. (This is

not true fcir females.).

3. Male participants perceive less discrilination in college and

in other areas of adult life in Hartford (not true for

females).

4. Male participants have experienced less difficulty with the

Police and gotten into fewerlights as adults (not true for-
.

females).

Participants have closer social contact with whites as adults,

are more likely to live in desegregated housing, and had more

friends in college (which.were always predominantly white

schools):
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Female participants were less likely to. have a child/before age'

18. r.

401r _

We think these sixsccinclusionsfit together,:andihit the last :four.

conchisions-serve-t-o-some7degree..to explain the:positive'effectspf'

desegregation on educ tionalittainment. If desegregated male students

a)11are 'less likely to see emselves-Ofing-Victimized by white7run::1'

institutions and less. likely:to .have:troubleswith,the police, they.,

should'be less'likelyto drop out' Of.high ischOol, Desegregated female

students, by postponing childbirth, are also more likely to finish high

school.' All the four year colleges in Connecticut are predominately

white; so the fact that desegregated.students are'pore comfortable

around whites should decrease their chaces of dropping out of college.

The-students attended all whiteisuburban schools, often with onl, a

token number of desegregated black students present and often with,a

teaching staff which was'entirely white. The dr:Tout ate for the

program was quite high,.probably reflecting a combinati of black

discomfort at a racially threatening situation plus the i ability of

white school staff to deal-adequately with:the. prejudice o .their.00.te

students and with black students- who were.Smotionally and aAdemically

unprepared for'desegregation. :More women than men remained i the.'

program through graduation; approximately half of all the studs is

particfpating"in the program droppedoutand-oreturnedto segrega ed

schooiS'inHartforC Those who did remain gave very .positive, \

evaluations,of their school experiences. In the_view of the alumni of

thedesegregated program, the Most iMportint benefit Of.4esegregation\

was the, opportunity to learn to relate to white students.' v
We interviewed 69.black high School students who were presently \

. .\

enrolled.in 5 of the suburban schools. It was. clear from these .

interviews that racial issues remain important to this'day, even, though.

most.of the students give very positive evaluations of their schoolS in

many respects. Male students seem toliave a more comfortable situation,

in.desegregited Suburban schools. than do female students.



The fact that"14ack females who attended desegregated. sub, 40.

schools ire!;not-moielikelyoto complete:more.yearsof college suggests

Ott theremay beproblims with the social structure and the counseling'

that sUrrounds.black females-in suburban high schools: 'Wethinkthat
. ,1 1

this' is iserious problem which merits the attention of policy makers in.

Hartford and other:.cities'as well.
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I'. INTRODUCTION AND RgSEARCH METHODOLOGY
d10

Any' study of the impac..t of school desegregation mUst,gb well beyond

the simple notion that the difference between' segregated and

desegregated schools is simply a matter of school 4uality. Most of the

effects that we have located in this stbdk seem to have nothing to do

with the actual quality of school as conventionally;difined. The

important thing about the segregated school is that it has students 'of

only.one race; any,change in textbooks, the training.Of teachers-, the
l e

,ti

facilities provided, the cleanliness of the building is essentially
,

beside point. Any theory which is to be useful must focus on the

01,

social psycboltgical and social structural differences between

segregation and desegregation. Segregation is simply theaflocation of

physical space on the basisof ethnicity. This leads to four types of

consequences:

. By limiting intergroup contact, .segregation. encourages

.. stereotyping 'and prejudice.

Segregation, by separating two groups, discourgges interethnic

friendship and eniourage6ethhic conflict.

3. Segregation carries symbolicmeaningswhich affect minority-

attitudes about their position vis-a-vis the majority'.
0

:4. Segregation permits. resources to be distributed' inequifably., .

Only the fourth.of thesemechanism touches on school quality

differences between segregated and desegregated-schools, and even.here. .

the most important' educational resource is th4ability,jattitudes, and

.behavior of the other students in the room, a resource strongly affected ,

by segregation but not usually thought of as part of school. quality. To

the extent that. research focuses on structural and psychological factdrs-
.

which differ, between men and women--and there are many factors that dO

differ between the texes-than the'research must be sensitive to the

psychology'of sex differences. _In the study Vs report here most,.of the

effects of desegregation seems to be different for minority men and for .

minority women.

'8

0

.
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. In the last 20 years our undarstanding ofs,what evaluatbn research
.,

tiould be like has grown and reseaforapproaches which seemed self.- 4
.

Vrec
evidently correct tint years ago now seem.dbsolete. Initially,

,

research focused almost\exclusively 'on
.

short-Xerm outcomes of

0

desegregation, only on black students, and used mostly nap-experimental

designs. Today, evaluation researchers wAld argue for studies which .

-
.. Considered all, theUirect and-indirect effects of a program on all its

Clients,-in this case meaning research on long -term outcomes, on'white

and non-black minorities. in addi.-onto.bliCks and onithe effects of

desegregation on the school. as an institution and the school'district as

a'community,s' Theywould'also argue thatAn-experimental designs are

biased, and that, reihddini.ied:ekpitiMents art:miable in more situations.

than was previously .,believed.

Most. research on desegregation has fdcuse on. short -term outcomes,.

esplaciallyachievement.test scores. There seems to be an emerging.;

%consensus that black:teWscores rise. after,' (Crain And
.,*

Mahard 1978, 1983),3 but we do.not know.,what value put on this

Perlormance on standardized tests'should be viewed as an intetmediate

outcome;* high sCores,should. be valued only if :they genuinely'reflect a
41.

superior. education and can be shown. to lead' to.4 happier or more.

successful adult life. Research focused'on Student attitudes measured..

by psychological icales.it alsO liMited byour lack' of kaowle4dge:about

therelationship between scores on. measures oeconceptstsuch'i; self-:
.

s ''The search for the societal impact of desegregation has been
limited, with the exception of- research on withdrawal of white students
from the public' schools after desegregation (Rossell and Hawlye, 1982),

.ch is of course only one aspect. There has been limited research on
impact of school desegregation on local political outcomes (Rossell,°-
) and more recently research on the impact of schtioldIstigregation

desegregation of residential areas (Pearchi 1980 Crain and Farley,.
1984), but this research barely scratches the surface of an.impor!tant
topic. There is almost no research on the impact of school 0

desegregation on the blacivtommunity and its politics, despite the fact
that 'so much of the civil rights movement seems to have been inspired by
the Drown decision.

Test scores of blacks in the U.S. rosa.markedly. during the
1968-1978 decade, erasing abodt one third of'tte kap between whites and
blacks (Burton and Jones, 1942). Presumably this reflects the benefits
of both compensatory. eddEation and desegregation. .
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esteemhor.control. of environment and #10ctual behavior of students4
.

.-4,,

and the ,inability to relate those measures to behaviortaloutcomes
. . a

'especially in adult life, - Much of the psycilological,research his
.

e

concluded that school desegregation hasizad very little Positive-ecfect
.

on blacksbecause positive effects do not show with any-consistency on
.

smeasures.of psychological variables administered to children (See

Gerard,.1983). Recent reviews of the research on the effects of
S

. :
, 5

desegregation on raeial attitudes (Maconahay, MO and on self - concept

-SEpps 1978; St:- John, 1475) are inconclusive.
. . .

. .

,

There is however, an encoureging-ne0 development: there have been ,,

a series of research studied which focus. on the impact of iChool
, 4p

desegregation,On the adult-bphavior of graduates of desegregated.

. schools, anewhich show considerable agreement. The molt important of

these are .studies of the perpetuation of segregation-4the way.in,which

I

segregated schoolintleads to segregated betty for in adulthood. for /

example, graduates of segregated elementary &secondary schools'tend

to attend, segregated corleges .4.BreddodE, 1980; Braddock and NePartland,
.

1982); when they attend desegregated colleges, they get-lower grades

(Braddock and'Dawkins,,4981raii are less likely to graduate*(Crain and

Weisman, 1972;Craln, 1970; Crain and Mahatd, 1978). ,

1 Researchhak,also shown that black graduates ofsegregated schools

tend to have segregated assOciations in later life (Braddock ant'

McPartland, 1983i Crain and Weisman, 1272) It has been argued. that

this segregation in adult ho prevents blacks.from using social netw9tks .

to obtaid better employment (Crain, 1970;*Mceartland and Braddock 1981).
.

Some research on desegregated bla4k suldents dicates that.they set ,

r%

44111

theii'aspirations highpr:,(Dawkinsfi983) bat this does not appear ' --re-:
n

'.

ks,.:
consistently in all studies. Thre is more consistency.in the finding

! tl,
.

40artheir aspirations 4r, more coherently related to their skills and '`'

. .. .

: . ?-

educational background (Hoelter 1982; Wilson, '1979; Falk, 1178; Gable,'
lo. 1

dd Thompson 'and Iwanicki,11982). Research has alsorshownThat*black..

graduates of segregated schools are more likely to find themselvesin '

0 , segregated employmentworking with:black coworkers and uncomfortable

when they are placed under awhite supervisor (Braddock, 1981; Brad

an4 McPartland, 198... Taken together, these findings suggest that

desegregation in public schools should, lead to a payoff ihigher

a

dock

4f. .4

et
,.,,
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incomes for blacks, but: there 4s too little research, in this aleade.

(Crain,V1970).

O

O

Many of the, studies cited here shai sex interactions. Dawkins

found male mobiliit,yaspirationa affected'more strongly by desegregation..
A.

.

Crain (1971) found a a stronger Went of desegregation oft-male

0

1
educational attaintent. Black,males:in delsegrilgated,colleges.are less,

likely.to,obtain their degreevan. time than ales in segregated schools;
-

the' effect of.collegelbegregation..is much weaker for fimalps (BradOck.

and:McPartland, 1984).. Braddock (1983) and,,BraddOck and'McPartland"-

(1984) both find that desegregation has a stronger effect on male.
4

.1

*, income.

. The

past two

fr.aualyses

methodology °revaluation has also, chanfed radically in the'

decades. Researchers lave become more aware of biases in

,and .have developed more sophisticated methods off dealing with

'bias. Two decades ago, simple longitudinal pre-test/post-test designs
.

were state of the art; today.there are many references pointing out

potential biases (an'often cited one ii Cook and Campbell, 1979) and
o

.

frequent calls for randomized experiments.

The research reported here is part of this.new wave of studies-on

long-term effects. It looks not at test scores, but at years of-,

schooling Completed,. difficulties with police, teen pregnancy, and
mL

attitudes and relltiohs with whites.
I '

THE RESEARCH MET- HOD: OVERVIEW

Qur research is designed to, take advantage, of an early experimental

evaluation of desegrettion. Eighteen, years ago in 1966 a group of

students mere desegregated in early elementary school using a randomized

expe:rimental design two groups were Selected randomly, one to=attend

e desceregated 'schools, others' to remian in'segregated schools. °The
.
studeits were nearly all American Blacks; a few were of Puerto Rican or 1:

atit, Vitt, Inlian ancestry.' (Allman number of whites were dropped from our

reseirch.),Bicause nearly iall:the subjects were black, we will usually

refer to the subjects as blacks rather thaq minority. An experiment of'

aourstkprovides for ,the near- perfect comparison of a treatment group of

studentivt,o a control group. since both groups are sampled randomly,

anydifferences which occur are either 'effects of desegtegation.orelse

4

11

4

3 -

I,
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sampling errors estinatable with statistica; models. The main goal of

this research is'to simply follow up on that original-1966 study,

locating the studentso,after they had time to' graduate, from high school

to nee what differences in her young adult lives can be attributed to'.

desegregatiOns

.The desegregetion'plan -- Project Concern in Hartford, CT, --

selected a random Simple of students fiom four inner-city elementary

; schools and permitted them to "transfer to suburban schools while a

secondsrandom sample was preserved as a control group ,Unfortunately,

V

s

thp original sample sizes were too smail, and we therefore supplemented

the sample by including all, students Who were desegregated in that

progrInc.in, 1968 through 1971. .Most of these students were randomly,

sampled, but.a control group did'not exist and we attempted to construct'

a control group based en thesame random sampling scheme as was used to--a

select Project Concern participants in 1768 and,1969. We also found

that some students entered the program as volunteers, with the self-

seletion bias.thaethat-iMplies; we located a group of students who
me \

attempted to volunteer for the program in968 and used them as a
i

control group-for comparison to the volunteeN.. Thus, we have ihree,

, substudies; a 1966 experimenAl design', :supplemented by a second '1968 -69

xperimental design, supplemented by a third study of voluntary.

**desegregation with a comparison control. group. We searched schOol

records and'undertook a very large tracing effort to locate these

' various groups, Of students in 1983:. There are a,number of problems;

the 1966 experiment's records are partly 'missing, the control group we

randomly selected for comparison to the students randomly sampled in
1'

1968 had lower familyeincome that4it should, 'considerablil attrition

occurred and a numbet of students could not be located. All three

subst.udies are biased by. attrition.. Despite these problems we are

cohvinced that this is the strongest research design available in the

-United States today for" a study of the'long-term effects of 4

'

desegregation. :

.4
r

.
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The 1966 Experiment Substudy,

."Project Concern began in 1966, when at the request of the State '"

Department of,Education, five suburban school districts agreed,to accept

266 minority stiidentsfrbm-low Income schools in Hartford. The students
4 /4

were teleCted from the four elementary schools Whibh had the largest' ,.
.1(

numberoof Title-I eligiblstudents. The sending area superficially'.

resembles` other big city tow income areas; it is totally segregated-with.,

much rentalhousing and subsidized housing.
4

iii

The protect was viewed as a'demonstration, with'the decision to .

4

. continue base on an' evaluation done at the end of 2 years. Two random

'samples of students were seledted, one. to attend suburban schoolsrand a

pecOndas a Control. group. The Hartford Public schools chose to select

entire tlassrooms.to be sent4o the suburbs because;this would have the,
4

'least impact on the sendintschool. In addition, it wanted'to -make use

of 'the teachers who would otherwise be: displaced by the removal of these

.studenti, and therefore decided that the 12, teachers who would be

displaced by the program Would be loaned to the sUburbanschOols to,

.provide additional support for the transferring students.. A meeting of

community:leaaers,wai held And 'a lottery 'was used to select 12
.. . .

,

"treatment" and 12
,

"control",classrooms froM the four minority schools

which had been designated as sufficiently poor twmerit TitleI

assistance.
,

The classrooms ranged from entering kindergarten students'
,. -. r .

through students beginning the Sth grade in the 'Fall. of 1,966.

In an experiment 'it is'very important that as many of the students

as possible who are selected for a particular treatment receive that

'treatment. If a large number of students, had refused to attend suburban'

schopls, the possibility of bias would mak3 any results of the study of

questionableivalue. 'For example, if those students,whO,attended

suburban schools were found to have higher test-scores than students who

remained in the city, one could easily argue'that this was not because

desegregation was helpful. Since only some of the randomly selected

students when to the suburbs, it is possible that the ones who went were

'more highly motivated or came from stronger family backgrounds; their

test scores would have been higher no' matter what school they were in.

However, if a random sample of students is selected and all or nearly
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pall of them agree to attend suburban schools, thenone cannot argue that

any difference bitween them and the control group is due to motivation,

since both groups were selected **the same random sampling process. In
I

order to,encourage as magystudents'as possible to agree to attend

suburban'schools a-group. of teacher's aidei visited homes to persuade'

parents to,enroll.their-children. This effort apparently was very

successful, .since'only '12 of the"300 students were not signed' up for the
program: TWenty-two other students were dropped by random sampling in'

order to:reduce the number to 2661 the.number,of seats made available by

the.suburban*chools. Crhis/process. described in, Mahan, 19680'
.

.The'initial foCns'orthe 1966768evalUation. was on achievement,test

perforiance,-so,students were pretested upon entering the program in

Fall 1966,'with both intelligence and ,achievement tests and retested in

the Sprig and Fall'of146/ and finally ip.the Spring, of 1968.* Mahan

found no kmportant differences:in the Spring 1967 testing.of thetwo

.grOups of etudents'and found the Project Concern students to be.

."noticeably ahead, of the control group by Spring 1968. The. diffeience.

was limited to those students-who'began desegregation in the lower.

grades. Students who entered.the sOurban schools in kindergarten or

first grad4showed considerably highir test performance than thir

ittontrol.grOup. In contrast the .students-whabegan'desegregation in the

fourth and fifth grade showed relatively little gain and in some cases

losses in achievement.

ti

The 196801969 Experiment Substudy
We gathered 'data on every student who entered Project Concern in

1968, every student who entered in 1st grade 'or "higher' in. 1969, and

every student. who entered in 2nd grade or higher in 1970 or 3rd grade or

higher in 1971.. We also dropped everyone born nfter.1968. All this was

done to eliminate students .Who'Would betoo'young.for a reasonable

evaluation of poit7high:school outcomes in 1982: We divided these

'students into two groups, according tp whether they could be treated as

part of an experimental design or whether they had to. be analyzed as non -

experimental data:

1
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The experimental deiign methodology was' feasible for the ff.rst of

these two groups because although the evaluation was dropped, the policy

of random sampling students from the low income schools to attend

Projecttoncern was continued. In 1968 acid X1969, Project Concern staff

visited the schools and rather than selecting entire classrooms selected

a sample of entering kindergarten stwients and students entering the,

first, second, and third grades. Of students permitted to volunteer in

1968 and 1969, only about 50 percent did so. Letters' were mailed to the

parents of selected students and an effort was made 'to visit the parents

in their home, but in many cases families were not home, would not

answer the door or school district addresses were out of date.3.

Fortunately, Project Concern preservedall_the records of the

recruitment effort in 1968-69, including the .names of all. the students

whO could not be contacted or whose parents refused to enter them into

the program after being asked. We used all students who .had been

selected, whether they agreed to go into the'program or not, in order td

preserve the randomness ofthe original selection. Of course, the trade-

off is that the apparent effect of Project Concern is diluted by the

presence in' the treatment group of many subjects who did experience

desegregation at all. We use this same logic in studying all the

students who dropped out of Project Concern before finishing school

(nearly half of all students dropped out of the program);we will

preserve the randomness of the original assignment in' parts of our

analysis by retaining as "treatment" subjects student who refuses to

enter the program as well as those who' dropped out after entering. Cook

and Campbell (1979) succinctly describe this method and its problems:

Attrition from treatment but not from measurement: Some
experiments are conducted to take advantage of established
record-keeping or measurement framework which has been

01-7 developed and is maintained independently of the experiment
per se. Forsome investigators, court recordi provided .a
frame, while for others records about withholding tax provide
the frame. The advantage of such archives is that, while a

The acceptance rate was much lower in 1968-69 than in 1966 (and
lower still in 1970,, when only 25% of "selected students volunteered). .

We do not know, but it seems likely that this was because the time and
money invested in soliciting volunteers was reduced in the later years.
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respondent may drop out of the experiment or even refuse to
participate from the very beginning, he CT she is still
included in the measurement system, and so post-test data can
be collected from him or her.

The growing emphasis'upon volunteerism and informed consent in
social experimentation will lead to an ever7increasing number
of experiments that use randomized iniitatidns to treatments
rather than randomized assignment to treatments. This means
that aa.experiment which is planned to haVe two groups will
have at least three: those who are invited and accept the
treatment; those who are invited but refuse the treatment and
are hence uninvited; and those who are the intended controls.
A widespread error in analysis is to compare the treated,
either with the controls, or with the invited-untreated, or
with a pool of invited-untreateds and controls. Each of,these
strategies can obviously, capitalize upon selection and result
in pseudo*effects.

When a measurement framework exists, the selection problem can
be dealt with in a. conservative fashion by preserving the
original assignment to treatments.and including the units who
were randomly invited but refused as though they had in fact
been treated. This will inevitably lower the chances of
inferring a treatment effect because some units are considered
to have received the tredtment'but did not. However, when
effects can be inferred from the analysis despite the
conservative bias, conclusions about treatment effects are
relatively, easy to make.

The utility of'the conservative analysis becomes apparent when
comparing its consequences to those which result# from the, most
frequent alternative quasi-experimental analysis. In this, all ,

the units that receive treatment are compared to all those,
that do not. This usually lead to "creaming" whereby the
most able persons, who are more likely to take up invitations
to novel experiences, receive. treatment. Since they are the
ones who will look best after the treatment. (even without
treatment), such "creaming" will result in pseudo - effects in
nearly all quisi-experimental analyses.

When we entered the-files of the sending elementary schools and.

drew randqp samples of the students present in 1968 and 1969 who were

not selected for Project Concern, we were unable-to duplicate the

sampling method used in 1968-69 for Project Concern. Compareeto the

students selected for Project Concern, the random sample we selected

contained more students, of lower socioeconomic status.
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The Volunteer Substudy .

In 1970 ana 1971 thi) district fit letters to parents telling them

that theachild had been.selecte and encouraging them to participate

bilt did not send' staff to.visWhomes. About "a.quarter of the parents

.4kgreeliko participate. .Preserving the randomness of the 'original sample

would have required adding three students who had never participated in .

Project Concern to each student'whb.did, obviously making an effect of

Project Concern difficult,to detect t We decided not to do this, but to
,

instead treat the randomly sampled 1970-71 students who .entered the

programs as volunteers.

We slSo found a number of other students for whom there was no

record that they had been randomly sampled. In some cases they may have

been randomly samples; but in other cases we are fairly sure that the

student volunteered to enter the program. While there was no systematic

effort to allow families to volunteer for the program there were

occasional points when the number of students in the program was Wow

.44

.
.

,

target and an effort was Msde.(fo example by-cOntactingi-lew

ilkclassrooms of students in one par cular school) to fill the quota. .,:

Some Hartford public schools had severe overcrowding problems and

attempted t) 401 with these by encouraging students to participate inH-

Propte. C:oncern. .WO combined these volunteer students with those

students who:were selectedAn 1970,Sfid.1971;.they are similar from the

viewpoint of the' research method in that neither could-beconsidered--.

randomly sampled.' Fortunately, we had ,a ready 'made control group,' since

the Project Concern office had .preserved vfolder'of telephone,messages'.
i

.

from parents whq had called the'prograM in 1968 and.1969,sttempting:to

enroll their children in the project. Since there were usually no

vacancies all'ofthese. parents were refused. However, they do' . .

constitute-a.reasonable control group to compare to the volunteers-!-

if anything they probably are more motivated than the families who .

actually participated in Project Concern, Since these fAmilies did not

receive'lettersor any 'contact from the school to encourage them to ..

volunteer for the program. 'We did,\bowever, drop those attempted.

volunteers whose families were able to put them into desegregated I

schools by enrolling them 'in Catholic sChools'or by moving to, the
.

suburbs.
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DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

The total sample--every student who was offered a place in Project

Con4ern in 1966-1971 plus appropriate control groups- -was 2613, divided

amongst the seven categories Of the sample asshown Table 1.1. We

dropped the 'names of 139 students who were either nonexistent (duplicate

names, for exempla) or ineligible for the study (white students

Table 1.1

DISPOSITION OF-,ORIGINAL PROJECT CONCERN SAMPLE.

control.

4

1966 _1961-1969
Experiment ExperiMent 'Volunteer

Substudy -SUbstudy Substudy:.

Con-
PC Control PC fusel .trol 'PC Control Total

Original

Extra Hispanics
Whites
Duplicate records
Special education
Too young

Total

Sligible sample

Dropped from study
-Deceased
Institutionalized
.Still in school,

Molied from area
Moved to noncity

schools
Tote;

Records lost

Semple used in study

270 305 351

7 6

263 299

.-2

12 .7

1

34. 30

58.

6 49

209' 212

2.

2

329

5

13
.36

54

5

340 878 347 ...281

35

6 6 3 2

2 . 24 4 \6
1 17 3 2

13
9 82 10

331 796 '537 258

1 .1 1 1

3 t17 3 2

'9 22 15 .3
73 168' 27 . 33

.52

86. 208 46 91

29 m17 10 16

216. .571 282 141

2752

35
25

'41

25

13

139

.2613

. 6

49
63

401

52

571

132

1910

18
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'group students ;who would have been ineligible for Project Concern

because they qualified. for special educationclasits, some Hispanics

dropped because.the 1968,69'tOntrol:group did tiotmatch:its Project

Coneern compariaon.group ethnicly,and students who were too young to

reach adulthood by-the'time:our survey was to .be Alone. Table 1.1 shows

.
562,st4dent263 + 299) inthe i966 experiment, 1456 (129 +131 + 796)

in the 1968-69 randomly sampled group ,and the control gioup'me drew to
. .

patch- it and 595 (337 + 258) studenti in.the volunteers-control 'group:

comparison.

Our first tisk was to locate the academic records for these

'students, .Students who began their schooling, in the North side

neighborhoods of Hartford may, have finished. their education in.the

:metrOPOliian.arearin any:oi thirty school systems -- either because they

." were in Project Concern, because thek attended Parochial:or-non-

sectarian schools, or because their family moved to_any,of a number of

suburbs., This-Am:tent that many Student record* would be'divided, part in

Hartford city schools and part in suburban schools. .Although the'.'

Hartford public, schools and.the suburban schools invest a. great deal *f.

resources in en effort to preserve the transcripts and other academic

records of theft students, any.xchoolsystem wit* extremely high pupil.

mobility is plagued'with serious record. minagement4roblitms. Despite

thisijand with considerable help ItoM thetHartford.Public:School
.

administration) after approximately two - persons -years of effoit:we.found

the transcripts-and at least partial academic records of approximately.

95 percent'of the, students, Table '1.1 shows that we deleted fromthe-

studY 401, students who moved out of the iSetroptolitan. area before 'they .

bid time.to.coMplete school; 63 students who had.not.yet completed e

,

school;. 6)ituctents who had died-and,49 who had been institutionalized in

ccustodial institution before reaching school leaving age. We also

deleted 52 students who:had !men selected for the control group to match

voluntarily desegregated Project. Concern students who had themselves

been able to move out of Hartford or transfer to private schoOls.

I Together these losses constitute 22 percent of the sample, which,when

added to the 5 percent of the records which we were unable to locate

means that our' final sample of located academic records was 1910,-73

percent of the-original sample.

19
. I
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The next step in the process was to reduce the samplelfor the

telephone survey from 1910 to 1261 to reduce survey costs. We did this.'

by undersampling respondents,who were graduates of central city schools

and. undersamplinrhigh-scho4dropOuts. Sampling probabilities ranged

from certainty..(for suburban graduates:and suburban dropouts) down to 20

percent.'(for_iiiner-city female'highfschool dropouts). A11 the tables in

this report are weighted so-that the'bies introduced by sampling is

CorreCtid. In order to'reduce'costs,ve sample with certainty the

families which had iwo Or mor*:children.in the sample of 191p '(up toe

maximuM'of four children perfemily). There were 357.11xtra" siblings

in the.study.so that.we.only had-Wlocate 904 families.' Since tracing

costs were the. large'portionof our-survey costs, reducing the number of

families lowered costs considerably.

The survey began by tracing respondents, using the last address

,known to,the school system and telephone directory assistance. Alter

these.approachis weredexhaused, vie-searched school records, looking for'

families who hag younger. children who were still in school. We also

'used motorvehiclerecordeand.taxrecords, but these yielded addresses

without telephonenumbers.AM verified addresses_with'registered

letters requesting respondents' to call us. c011ect,'but only a few did.

so. When fundOtere:finally exhausted, we had located addresses on .a

large portion of the sampleT-approximately 90 percent; however, we

succeeded in'obtaining.telephone numbers of slightly less thin 70

percent of the families', and completed interviews with'only $9 percent

of the parents and 52 percent of the students. We Interviewed one .

. ,

parent (usually. the mother) and then asked to speak.to the students.(or A

asked forlis/her phone number if they lived.away. ffom home). Only 5.

percent of the respondents were refusals once,telephonecontact WfS

made, Response rates foi each category of-the design are shown in Table

1.2.

Table 1.2 shows:a slight tendency

among Project Concern alumni and their

the Control group. This combined with

"Students who completed their education

the treatment group is large than the
,

1

for response rates to be higher

parents than among the alumni of

our decision to oversample

in suburban schools, means that

control group for both the 1966

20-
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'Table .1.2*

INTERVIEWCOMPISTION RATES

A .

1906. 1968-1969 .

Experiment , Experiment . 'Volunteer
,Substudy Substudy Substudy

.....formalflworrom.rw

4.
f

Re- Con-
. PC Control PC' fusel trol

Records' 'located 209 212 270 216
Sampled ,149 112 r 192 130
Parent interview . '

obtarned' 82 56, U5- ,' 71
Percentage ' 55 50 60 .53 ...

Student interview
obtained 75 46 104 68

. Percentage 50 41 54 52

571
350'.

4208
59 I

184

PC Control Total

281 151 15f0
. 225 103 1261

152 58 '1742
.56 59

.139 45 661
62 . 44 .52

subitudy and thesubstucly of voluntary students-. .Howevers4ince.so many
of the students assigned to Project Concern withdrew from the-program
and transferred back to Hartford tity schools, .the study still contains

6

many,. more students who graduated from Hartford, city schools than from
suburban si,ho*Olia'.; Of the 1853 cases for whom we have significant data,

-745, were initiially assigned to Project Concern and slightly' over half, o'f
these (38n-finished their,;isducation rpl a Hartford _city public sch6644.
Of the 1108 respondenti wh6 were never in Project Concern 5060;1.54
finished their education in non.city ;sch161so mostly Parochial 'schools
and public sclrols in those suburbs where black families moved 'in thy,
1970's. Survey response rates were 'higher 'for Project Concern
participants than for members 6f the control group. We interviewed 40
percent of thosest,udents

(
who, finished their schooling in a Project

Concern school, compared' to only 52 .percent of'Projects Concern dropouts
'and 48,percent of. the Control group students who were always in Hartford

. public-schools..

t a. 21
p
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.-Because of the higher sampling rates and higher response rates for

students WhO-stayed.in Project Concern,, of the 660" completed students

surveys almost.exactly half of the'respondents (132+ 186 a 318, or 48

- percent) were initially assigned to Proiect ConCern schools and over

. half of these finished their education In the suburbs, private schools

or in the metropolitan area trade schools.

ling the 100:' in the Research 'Design

If there were no differences in the family background of Project-.

°Coacern students.and.the control group, we would be assured that _the

randomized experiment had'been done successfully and also that-the

voluntary desegregation substudy. would not Sufferjrom the standard

'difficulties associated with adjust)lt prw.test differences.

.t1rnfortunately, the evidence, shown iri'Table 1.3, is that there are some .

important differences in the socioeconomic status of.the.familieA of

PrOject:Concern students and Control students. Bct.far the most

important differences are between the 1968.-69 randomly simpliOgroup and

the control group which.we randomly sampled, supposedly using the same

techniques.as had been used in 1968 and 1965. The data-are presented in

the centers column of Table 1.3. For example, in the first row,. the 4th'

column of-the table shows that 38 percent of the randomly sampled.

. .studenti who entered Project Concern in 1968 and 194 came from families

thatopuned they own home we surveyed them in 1982. In the 5th

:column we see that 39 percent.of the families who refused tcrsend their

child to a Project Concern.'school after.being randomly sampled, now own

their-home. In .contrast, the control group we selected shows only a 34

percent home ownership rate,. a difference (in the 7thcolumn) for' the

average of the two groups selected for treatment of 5 perCent pdints:

The-1968-69 Project Concern students and randomly sampled refusal ..

families have fewer children, bad mothers who were more likely to have a .

high school .or better education, were more likely to own an

encyclopedia, a typewriter and take, a daily newspapef; and the students

were more likely to report, that.when they were 14. they -lived with both
S

al There are 661 completed Student surveys; in one case we could not
determine the last school the respondent attended. ,
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FAMILY BACKGROUND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PROJECT CONCERN STUDENTS
AND THE CONTROL CROUPS

Student Characteristics

1966
Experiment Substudy'

'19681969
Experiment Substudy

o

4

Volunteerlubstudy

Con* 16- Con- Con-
PC trol Differ- PC 'fused trol Differ- PC trol comr.
0) (%), once (,%) (%) (%) once (%) (%) once

Pa

re

nts
own

home. 43
Ill 38

39
12-, It

36
21! VIFamily has 3 0 fewer children

44
21 20 , 22 18 6

Mother flnished high school 10 59 49 -(10) 53 54 40 114 : 61. 49
Family has . . .

Typewriter 56. 39 (

80. . 88 ( -8 81 75
59 60 ;35 24 58 45

67 . 84 76
(13

Encyclopedia .

.Dally newspaper . 4 87 86 (1 88 88 ..75 13 , 86 '. 71 (1,5

f n 2parent nuclear Imeehold'
,,.

stage 14 36 48 (-12) 41. 53 '115. (12)- . 40 27 03?1N .
,

% t

(Range of n's) . (73 (42 (93- (64- (179- (131% (45.
778) 57) - 117) 69) 204) 152 ' 59)

4

0

O

0
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their parents. It is encouraging to note that the differences between

the Project Concern students and thOse who refused to 'enter the progiram
1

f are smaal.

We do not know why we were unabl4 to reproduce the randomly .sampled

procedures filled in 1968 and 1969.'. It ii-possible.that in our samplingIi. -1

-we included students who Werato be retained in grade, or assigned

4

either to special education or to classes foretu4ents who needed

Asaiitance with English. o

There is 'a tendency for the students who entesed Projeat Concern

voluptarily to be of somewhat higher status than those families who

'attempted to volunteer their, child for Project Concern, but were not

successful. The Project.Concern volunteers have mothers who are

somewhat better'eddCated and-are more likely' to have lived in wo-parent

households. the other hend,.the.contral group families, are more

likely'to own' their "own home. The Project Concern volunteers are more

likely to have an encyclopedia and typewriter t home and more likely to
4m,

take a. daily newspaper, but.we are,notNure.that the typewrit'er item

should be taken seriously. It seeins-to us very likely that,chilcIren

-attending suburban schools are more likely to be pushed by the school

into Using a typewriter: Thus this is not 'in indicator of family

background/differences but is'in fact an effect of the type of school

they atten194The reason why, we advance this hypothesis is ,that in the

1966 experiment there are few important differences between Project

Concern and control students. In theitirst three columns of data in

Table 1.3 shows no difference in family home-ownership number of

siblings or in usiwit dailrnewspaPer. The controldgroup families are

more likely,to'have two parents present and more likely to own 'an

encyclopedia. The Project Concern families have better educated

mothers.. *This pattern would suggest what there should be no'important.'

differences between the two 'groups and that the random sampling strategy

(and our "tracingof the students '15 years,later) was relatively

Despite this, we find that the.PrOject Concern childremare

17 percentage points moie likely to have a typewriter at home. We think

typewriter ownership is an effect of attending suburban schools rather

than a measure of family' background. differences.

24
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, These data seem to 'indicate that-Vhen we analyze the 1966 dataki.
e

0. . can.assume.a.fairly good.expdrimental desi'n and 219 important background

differences between the -two Obups. For both,the voluntary suhstudy and

.the 1968-4969 experiment, we will have to assume,siz al4a,backiround

differentes which will Feed. to be controlled, In the Aolysiethat
.

followsve will use the social class factors, age and second grade.
achievement scores as control variables do try to.minimize the.

dAfference between Project Concern and control group students..

There are s9Te 1:1olithi implications in these dat/kas.well. The data
. ,

suggest that during .the early days of Project Concern there Was' a class

'whichwhich,could,trepp inpo"ih4 selection .process. at any time the
,

strictisteof random iamOling techniques was weakened, ,This is/entirely

lunderstaidablei better- educated nd tore highlfm;tiiiated families will,.
, , . , 4 . ,, .

be more aggressive in seeking better educationalpopp6(tunities for their
.

.

children and-more skilled in obtaining better- schooling. It is also jot

. clear tat this is necessarily a badthing. It may be that better
. ..

organized and bette educated minority families are, the ones who'binefit

imost fora program,like Project Concern. Nevertheless, 'the rsk.of.-
.,.

short-changing poor. minority fimilies in a program like this is'real.
,

ei

6 ,

.

'We -do not )cnow whether the sort of biases that showed up for the 1968-71

period exists today,. but we .think that these data should-serve-As a

!woning to administrators and other desIgregation programs which havls.a ?

o1untiry component.

a
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11. . RESULTS_

M

The main finding of our study is'4at for male students, r

participation in ProjeaCOncerit increases the chancep.of graduattad*

from -high school and inctPases. the num ber of yeats of College-they
,

crOlete. .Participation in Project Concern does incfease wowed's:high

graduation. sates but has little effect 'on female yeirs.of'college
. .

. completed.

The most direct test of the desegregation-educatiOnal attainment

relationship is tc; siMply compare students who graduated from suburban

schools, with those whose schooling was,entirely.in. the city. 'Ih Table

2.1, we summarize a series of iegiession'equationa ivhich

desegregation experience is.relatedto years- of'school completed in .

equations controlling on age, the students vocabulary scored_in second

grade and seven family background variables (presence of't o parents,-in

the home, number of siblings, home ownership, mother's tional'

atteinMent,\and a .scale built on the.presense 6f an encyclopedia, a

typewriter, and a daily newspapein the'home) In the regression

equation, `',a dummy variable eras constructedftO:distinguish those who-
.

-

attended Project Concern schools from. those who did not.' To.keep the

analysis, simple we ignored_for the present all Students )whose

desegregation. experience was mixed, either because the dropped out, of

Pioject.COncern and returned to segregated.ity schools, or because they

began 11.the city schools as a.member of the control group'but then

transferred to desegregated schools,.. (eithit privatIvichools, school.S., 75}

the' suburbs where their family bead moved, or the. metropolitan Area '1'

vocational

The f

regression

school).

irst five rows of Table 2.1 report data from S separate

equations with five different dichotomous dependent

O

°Variables, each foeqklifferent range of educatiohll attainment. Thus

the first-line reports that net of various family variables the

estimated ptoportion of. students completing college

students who participated in. Project Concern, and 4'

itiho did not. The next four lines show the result from four other

is 7 percent for

percent for students 4°

26
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Tabl.e 2:1

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT ANp.PRESENT COLLEGE4iTTENDANCE
OF PROJEGT6tONCERN PARTICIPANTS, BY SEX

n

Project
,Concern-

Control
-..Group .

Males (in percentages
College graduate

,2+-years of college
- 1 year of college
Hterachool graduate

Dropout.
Total

44,

7 4

21
a

12

15 a 12

42. 38-

144 34

.99 At00-

Mean years:cOmpleted'
Percentage nor, in collage

(in-percentages)\
College' graduate

'2+ years of college
1 year of college,
High school graduate,

Dropout
,Total.

12.71 12.0

30 15

6 34
42 '14

16 16

60
a
, 42

9
a.

25 f

100 100

12.2'

15 22
:Mean years completed
Percentage now in college

NOTE: Controlling on fam Nmckground, age, and test
scores.

t.

p <

equations, each focusing on adifferent level,ot\ducational attainment.

For example, -the second line is'based on a regressiqn using as 4_

dependent variable a dummy variable which; is scored 1 \&f andonly if the

student .has'completed either-2-or 3 years of college, w h college

graduates end. students with less college than this both s red as O.

The end'resuft is a table' which is a simulated cross-tabulaion,

.

N
.presumably looking exactly as a cross-tabulation would look if

'8egregated and desegregated respondents were identical in theii\family.

bickgrounde age, and second grade test scores., Appendix A contains a

full regression equation from which the fifth line of this table (;the

27
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high school dropout rate) was computed and shows the computation formula

used to construct the numbers in Table 2%1.

. The data indicate, that the.male Project Concern graduates have much

higher levels'of educational attainment. They are much less likely to

dropout of high`school,-more likely to attend college and if they did

attend collegei-vonsiderably more likely to_ finish two. or.more years of

schooling: -In the lower part of the panel of male dataye present the

expected years of school completed, derived from a regression bquation

in which-meaq years of schooling is the dependent variable and family

$ackground, age and second grade scores are controlled. .These. data

indicate that Project'Concern students finishing in non -city schools

havlmost * year more schooling than those who always attended city

schools.. j

Not only:do Project Concern participants who finish their education

in suburban schools have more;years of school completed that the control

group, the differences between the Project Concern students and the

_controls are continuing to increase.' As the next row of the top panel

of the table shows, 30 percent of male ,Project Concern students were in

college at the time of our survey, compared to .15 percent of.the control

students.- (The results.again.are net.of age, second:grade vocabulary

school scores, and family backgrOUnd variables.): The educational

advantage held by .Project Concern.44pmni will be even greater in the

future.

Table 2.1 shows a pattern in the male attainment figures. Project

Concern participants are noticeably,less-likely to drop out of public

',school. However, of those who graduated from high school only slightly

more Project ConCern students than control students go on-to-ecllege.

° Sixty six'percent of control group students finished high school and 28

percent. -- about 3/7 of the high school graduates -- went onto college.

A much higher percentage of Project Concern male students (89 percent)

finished high school but only 45 percent -- 'about half of the high

school graduaten -- went on to college. Thit suggests that the program

does not so much affect college attendance rates directly, as it does so

indirectly by lowering the high school drop out rate.

28



Among male college attendees, Project Concern graduates havean

advantage: The control group is more likely to complete only one year.

of college than is' the Project Cbncerd group. Among conirol'group

studedts there are, four students who have completed two:or moires years of

college foieverythree student who have.completed.only.one year. But

among Project'Concern graduates there are roughly 6 students who'haVe'

completed.two or more years of college for every 3 who have completed

only one'. Although we cannot.be'sire with .the smallsample size we have

here,' it looks as :if the effects of Project'Concern is to enableSiales

to remain in school -- either highsohool or college.

The table does not treat directly the important issue of self-
.

selection'.' Presumably those students who entered Project Concein.and

stayed in the suburban.schools are bettex-students--with'more committed

families and 'perhaps with better scholaiiic,ability. It is thus not

surprising.that.those.who.remain bathe suburbs have a greaier, number of

years Of school completed than those'who left Project Concern. But this
,

means that merely_comparing those participants who. stayed in'the suburbs

to-those who were always in the city schools is misleading. The very

low high school drop imit rate of only 14 percent for studenti'who
.

completed their' education in suburban schools is at least partly because

many students who intended -o drop out'ofligh school did so by leaving

Project Concern, returning to' city schools' and then dropping out from

the city school..

This. issue is addressed in detail in Appendix B'of this report... In

that appendix we conclude that Project Concern,had a definite effect on

the edUcational attainment ofmale students,. which cannot be explained

either in terms'of differences.. in family background of students who did..

or did not enter the program, nor in terms of the unmeasurable

differences which might cause self-selection bias in the data.

The conservative estimates, based on making allowance for self-
.

selection bias,'are that Project Concern has increased educational

attainment by 0.3 to 0.4 years, and that the advantage of.Project

Concern alumni have will continue to grow because of their higher -,

college-attendance rates at the timeof our survey. We estimate, very

roughly, that the effect of desegregation using suburban schools is to
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decrease the male high school drop out rate by about two-fifths (the

decrearle shown.in, Table 2.1 of three-fifths, from 34 percent to 14

percent, is .exaggerated by self-selectiOn). We also roughly estimate

the number of male Students who will eventually have two or more years

of college is increased by desegregation by perhaps 50 percent. (Again;

theiestimates.taken directly from Table 12, which show 7$ percent more

students with two'yeart of college now, 2670ercent Compared:to 16

percent, and 100 percentmore students still in.colle4e,'30 percent'.

'compared to' 15 percent, are also exaggeraied.by

Table 2.2.shows some other' effects Of participating.in Project

Concern: measures of, perception of racism, difficulties with police;-

early childbearing, and contact with whites. results are again

derived from regression equations controlling on family background, age,

and second grade achieyement.scores. N.

ATTITUDES ABOUT RACISM IN COLLEGE AND ELSEWHERE

College is a-time of considerable pressure, both academic and

psychological,"on many-students. dtviously the pressure is gkeater if

one adds to the normal tensions the experience of being a minority group

on campus. (In Connecticut, all the colleges and universities are

largely white.) It may be that one reason why the college dropout rate

is' lower among Project Concern graduates is that-they place a different'

affective interpretation upon their college experiences. They are

considerably less likely to feel theircollege is racist. These results

for males are given in the first two lines of Table 2.2. None of the

graduates of a.ProjectConcern high school .say-that they experienced

discrimination in college,.while 22 percent of control group members who'

attended college say,they did. Whether this finding is a result of

desegregated'blacks understanding the amount of'discrimination about

them or segregated blacks overestimating. the amount of discrimination is

unanswerable with oui data.

Perception of discrimination in college is correlated with

perception of discrimination in other areas, and male Project Concern

alumni score lower on a scale based on perceptions of discrimination by

employers, downtown store clerks and white citizens generally, in

Hartford.' The data do the third and fourth lines of Table 2.2. has been

a

3
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Table 2 . 2

DELINQUENCY,, PERCEIVED DISCRIMINATiON, AND CONTACTS WITH WHITES
OF PROJECT CONCERN PARTICIP#NT$,.BYSEX

Holes
Perceived college discrimination (%)

Uncontrolled

Controlked
'Perceived discrimination generally (scale)

UtiControlled

Controlled
Police/violence.(scale)
'Uncontrolled,

Controlled
Contact with whites (scale)

Uncontrolled

Controlled
Moved into white residential area (scale)

Uncontrolled'
Controlled

Had few friends in college (%).
Controlled
Uncontrolled_

In

,

Project Control
Concern 'Group

.43 .51

.42 .53

.14 .33

.17a .32

.60 :45

.624 .,45

.46 .39

.49 .36

19 31

24 34

Og

31
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Table 2 2 (continued)

Project , Control

Concern Group

nmalesi.

.Perceived college discrimination CO'
4

-,
Uncontrolled 12 14

Controlled 18 15

lirceived discrimination'generally (siale)
.50'-

.50

.52

.49
.

.06 .14

.11 .12

8 .29
12 26

.47 .41,

.48 ,...40

:56 , .41

.61a .38

Uncontrolled
Control led :

llolice/violence (scale)_
Uncontrolled
Controlled

Bore child befOre age 18 (%)
Uncontrolled .--

Controlled .-
COntact with :whites, (scale)
Uncontrolled.ncontrolled :-

Controlled ., .1
.

Moved into white residential area ,(scale)
Uncontrolled

.

..

Coptrolled
I

. Had few friends In college (%)
Uncontrolled, u 18 37

Controlled 20 . 36

NOTE: Controping on family background, age, and test scores.
a
r < .05, one-tailed test. 3.

-transformed'to.a scalewith a mean of 52, since on average-52 percent

the respondents:pe rc eived:discriminationon any one:question this
)

scale. 'The Scale bas.a standard'deviation of 50,.which Makes.the

differences interpretable as.if they were.the resulti from a single yes-

no- questions rather than from ,scale: The,result1 in Table 2.2 'are the,

expected values taken_from.a regression equation controlling on' family

.background, 'age and second grade test scores.

--For-Women,-there is:no-evident-that-attending &segregated school
za

increase's one's perception of discrimination either in college 'or in

'Hartford generally.
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Project Conceralumni and the control grOup alumni Are in similar

environmenis;'we think it is'the perception which differ', not the

reality. But it is also true thatTroject.ConCern alumni, accustomed' to

beingitith whites, may evoke 4ifferent responses fiom'ttle whites they

interact with,

TROUBLE WITH POLICE. AND WIT.H, VIOLENCE.

We asked respondenti three-questions designed to crudely measure

their difficulties with police and their involvement in unaceptable

kinds of aggression. Our three, gieasures are "have you Aver been picked

:up by -the. police?", "have you ever ,spent the night in jail?" and "since
you..arla an adult have you ever been in a fight?". The fifth,and.sixth

'lines of the top panel of Table 2.2' show scores on a scalp whiCh goes

from 0 to 100' and represents the mean percentage of 'male students

answering "yes" to each of these questions. . Male graduates of Project

Concern'.

questions.,

the controls grou

Academic test. sec

are AignificAntly- less. likely .to -answer "yes"' .to thee* .-

tt/Concern females score 'lower on this.. scale. than does

but this :mobs entirely due to nocial 'class and

effects; when these are controlled -the,effeet of
!

desegregation disappears.

TEENAGE CHILDBIRTH

There is a' lower,raie of teenage childbirth experienced'by women.

who were enrolled'in Project Concern, as shown in the bottom panel of

'Table 2.2.; Only 8 percent of alumni of Project:Concerniive.birth ,

before they are 28,.compared-to 21.0ercent Of .;the control 'group. most

of this 21 percent differencecannot.be considered an effect of
..

desegregation. Many ,females inProject Concern become pregnant,. but

transferred to the Hartford school System to attend. a special.

school for mothers, so they are not counted a'Project Concern Alumni

(ipe.Appendix for an analysis ihich 'takes this into consideration).

,33.
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RELATIONS WITH WH !TES

Tables 2.2 alsd show various measures of interracial relations.. .A

"contact with whites" scale.isbbuilt on the.per9entage.of black

. .respondents'agyingithat.some:of their'present:friendsare white and,that

they visit whites in their homes. -The ratbs'are higher for males.

Aenerally,-probably reflecting emote generous'definition of:friendthip

'that is lmed.by-women, and. perhaps also reflecting the greater freedom
.

0

. of.mobility that males hairs; dales from-Project Concern high schools

are significantly'mOre:likely to.havecoOtact with whitea.thware

graduates Of city schooli.. .Theyire also more likely to have Searched

for or-moved,into an apartment in &predominately Whiti'neighborhood

---(the--two measures 'are:combined owthesecond4scaleand,are

to havecomplained about not'having friends when they.Were in,cotlege.

the'colleges'in the Hattfoid area are overwhelmingly white .a

lack of friends)ptesumablyreflecis difficulty in establishing

friendships with whites).. The differences for feMales are*also quite,

clear'and*in fact are stronger on two of:the three measures.

SELF.-SELECTION BIAS

The data initables 2.:1 and 2.2 biased toward showing positive.,

effects'of desegregation. To. some degree Project Concern alumni have

more years*of schooling, less difficulties with police, etc., becatise.-.

they are a self-selected.group of superior students; others who were not

'as motivated or'able to:atten4 college, or more prone to difficulties -

with police, etc., simply declined the opportunity. to participate 'in

Project-Concern or. else withdrew from the program before completing,

.schbol. "4:1 Appendix. H.:we carryout a thorough (and very conservative)

analysis-of the effects ofielf-selection, and conclude that all the

sighificaXt findings in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 stand up under tests for self7

selection bias, with the possible exception.of the male' police/violence

scale results, which--re not statistically significant under some sets

of assumptions about the effeCt_of self-selection. bies4

34
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'INTERPRETATION

We found.a.serles. Of positive effects of desegregation. On the

I whole, they are as::expected. . The Most reasonable are the results

showing that both plead. and females from,desegregeted schools havernore

positlpe socialOntact with whites; presuitibly persons. who had contact

with members ofthe oppositerace in childhood are more likely to want

to .relate soc011y to them,inlidulthoOd. Ili are also trot surprised at a .

28

I

decline in teenage, pregnancy. We, would expect desegregated black

' students to be In a.situition wheri'more of their friends lulebe

..planning on college and ine:situation where they are, more'isolated,from

the black coliOutiiiy,andtheretore'dating less.: The same result appears :

"in Crain and Weisman (1972).'

Desegregetion'may-tedu4,perceptions of rabism for black melee

simply because it reducesthe sense,of strangeness indealing with ''4,L

whites and white EinstitutiOne :Black's from desegregated.backgrounds may

have learned'to overlook instances of. prejudicedfbehA0r; or. perhaps'

segregated blacks tend tomisinterpret'innocent White kehavior.. 'Either

explanation seems .quite reasonable. .

There are two possibli why.desegregationmight.reduce

arrest rates and adult Violenceforvb ack males. Desegregation may t -

reduce difficulties with police because it reduces perception of racism,

and anger about racism. Fore decades social scientists, and black

intellectuals. have claimed that blacviolent behavior, even that

directed at other blacks, has its ultimate roots in anger. at.white

racism (Kardiner and Ovisey, 1951; Crain and Weisman, 1972; Grier and..
a ,

%

Cobbs, 1969). One research study found intraracial black violence

declined in three black communities when they were mobilized for civil

rights activity (Soloman, Walker, O'Conner and Fishman, 1965). A major

theory in juvenile delinquency research, the differential association

theory, also predicts that Project Concern students will have less

difficulty, simply because they havo 4ess time And opportunity to,

---interact-wit
Why doesn't desegregation reduce female .scores. on the

police/violence scale? One reasonable explanation is that.black women

in the suburban schools were not as isolated from inner-city youth as .

35
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. .

the black men were. The girls in Project Concern tend to associate with
.

,.,r_gi,,. i
teenage boys fromftheir,home. neighborhood who usually 'are not in Project

*0 Xoncern. One can easily imagine girls cooperating passively in
T.11, 4,

-filAntisocial behavior initiefed by &group of boys. Thus at the time of
a

... .' the interview, a desegregated black woman's history of associltion:with'
.

,

antisocial youth may not look very different from that of black women

AOho attended dnnercity schools.

This.is.not:aopompletely satisfactory explanation4'sifice it does

4, net explain why desegregation also does not affectofemale perceptions of

. c'Adiciinatiowincollege or in 'society generally. Mouths from
.,. 1 'k' 4.' A ,

,..: . 4044 axed schols perceive more-discrimination than do males, from

. . demeg 14e. fchools, and we have no good explanation for this.
. di' ,

'why does desegregation increase educational -attainment,
8-,

. yo,, ' eAs '' ' ''t. .
.

_

'but'but
4
cad? oso manly pfOr males?

4 P. ': .,r -.1 7 , 4
: t I

It seems, heItO us that there are three-factors which could increase
-.

. , educatfo4Lattainment: These are (1) academic success;'(2)
.

motivation;4 I

. qb .1 & e .*0 434'1410pdness for school. A student who does well in school will
A,

Ile O 0,:'A .

vl,i ',be etiVaUbt to continue in school simply in order to continue getting--A, .
..,

t.#0 rewards topat School offers. A student who is motivated may.not'do

well in schodi butmay feel strongly that completion of schooling is'','

, necessaryor'his or her future. Mani itudents.remakn in'school not

because they like, Schoolwork but because they like school itself--a
. . . .

. -
chance to participate in social activities with friends and feel part of

a school community.'

- Viewed form this perspective, 'it seems reasonable that

desegregation should both lower the high school drorout:rate and,

increase the years of college completed. Desegregated students should'

be more sotivated, Since they are in schools where there is a strong

norm favoring high school and college' graditaiian. While" desegregated

students do not make very good grades in subufban schools, they also do

not get into very much disciplinary difficUlty compared to students at' ,

the inner-city high.sottools, and that should make them liko school more,
,

or at least give them fewer reasons to dislike school. It rems

reasonable that a student who perceived a food deal' of disc'rimination'in

college will be more likely to quit. And if segregated schooling

encourages studenti to perceive-i-iO6d-deal of discrimination in

36
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Hartford city in general,' it will probably also cause them to have a

more. critical view 'of, and be more willing, to drop, out of, their 'own

high school. Therefore, we think that we have two reasonable -

explanations for the lower-high school dropout rate of Project Concern
. ,

.students: On the one hana-they are less likely to get into trouble with

the police and we suspect, that means that'they are less likely.to get

into trouble* with their school administrator. Secondly,.they see'less

discrimination, suggesting that they are Jess angry this and hence

less likely to get into difficulties with school officials and less

likely to want todrop out of school.

A

If desegregation makes it.easier for blacks to establi

friendships with whites, this will also make them more:likely to stay in

college, since their larger ciicle. Of friends will make them feel less'

alienated. ,Since both males. and females fromdesegregated.Schools.

complain less of not having friends in college, we would expect

desegregation to increase the college retention rates for students. of
dr& .

bo'thisexes. 'However, female college retention is not improved by 'NA

:desegregation."

. Since women from desegregated school's did not have less

difficulties with the police and did not perceive less discrimination in ,

'college, these are two reasons to argue that desegregation .should not:

enhance their year$ of college completed.
/

o
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Hartford city in general, it will probably. also cause them'to have a:.

more critical view of, and be more-willing to drop out'ofitheir own.

high school. TherefOre,.we think that we have two *44nable

expladations for the lower high school dropout rate'ef Project Concern"
,

students. On the one hand. they are less likely to gii:into trouble with

the po4140 and we.suspect that meins'that'they are 'llss likely toiget.

into trouble with their school administrator.. SecondlY,,they toeless

discrimination, suggesting that they are less angry about this and. hence

less:likely to get into difficulties with, school officials and less

likely to. want 'to drop out ofschool. :

If desegregation makes it easier for. blanks to establish

friendships with whites, this. will also make them more likely .to stay in
,

college,'since their larger circle ofIriends.will make ,hem,feel less
- -

alienated.' Since both males and females from desegregatehchools.

complain less of snot having friends in College, r would expect' .

desegregation to.increase'the college retention rates_fdr students of

both sexes. However, female college retehtion is not improved by .

f

desegregation.

Since women from desegregated schools did .not have less

difficulties with the police and did not perceive less discrimination-in

college, these are two reasons to argue that desegregation should not

enhance their years of college completed.

F
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STUDENT EXPERIENCES WITIs PROJECT CONCERN

0

One half of the male, students and two-fifths of the female students,

wbo entered Project Concern left.the'program to returp toilartfoa-City

Schools: The. 187 respondents' Who ;dropped out of Project:Concern gave.

reasons :which fell'under five ,general headings:: (1)'Most;commonly they

said theydid not like' the racial situation; 42 mentioned racial
4

problems or discrimination,-and 20'sAid they did not like their

classmates'or teachers. (Both classmites and teaching staff were

virtually all-white in these schools1) 2).26 Said thevwanted.

school in the city, with their, friends and elAtives (typicall)y -their.

ry

.

siblings did 'not attend school with them.) ,(3)'..;20 complained about

transportacion or logistics -- often fami4k Vto a new residence and

it was no Unger possible fOr the,child'to'be4icked,up by y-a school bus.

(4).17.said they were suspended,kand 3.1e0f4Ause of ,a conflict . over

schoolpolicy;'which we think probably refefiedio a'clisciplinary

4 policy. (5) Only 14 said-they did. not like.1;he,scbool and-only 5-said
?

-

I'

.

they left in order to go to a better ithool.-

The Project Concern desegregation plan made .things difficult rfo

many students. The plan does not use Any sort of geographic zonini,No

that students- who attend avirti,cular,kuborban school come from all over

the North.Harford rAidential area,,rather,than one particular

neighborhood. Thus, students' usually do not ride the bus with any of

their,neighh,orhOod friendi. In some. cases siblings were'sepaOted,

attending different suburban schools. :Robert Gale and Edward Iwanicki
. .

(1982) Amalyzed dropoutsAof Project ConCern and,fpoiinted out that it is

difficdlt to determine 'how many students were pushed, out by disciplinary

suspension and expulsion and how many students voluntarilyleft, since

in many cases a student who wished to leAve+ the prograi but whose

parents ai permit it'simpl)%aCted*p in school and was expelled.

, Despite the hii dropout rate from Project Concern, evaluations by

participants are ge#eeilly quite poiltive: We. asked each student to,

describe theexpeillences they, had in the kigh school they attended.

Those Project_ ConCern students who remalined.in the suburbs were quite
t

ft
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favorable.' Eighty-nine.percenc of the males and percent 'of the

females said they likod theit high school compared to 83 percent and.82

percent of stUdents 'who were educated,in central city schools.. Asked to

give a letter grade to their school, graduates of suburban Project.

Concern.schools.gradeCtheir%schools with an average B.or better, while

gradliates of inner-city schoplAgave their schools a.mixture of es and

C4p..-Suburban graduates cor-1ained less about school. rules being unfair
. ,

and were no more likely than Central city graduatei to. say tkey "didn't._

belong" in their school. The. only area Ohere. suhurban'studehts

;complai d more.about their school was*in saying they-experienced racial'

.discrim%ation--hardly-surprising since they:central city schools were.*:

overwhelmingly black. It is
.

also interesting that students who hopped

out of Project Concern and returned to city schools were. more negative

,
in.their evaluation'of their high school than were students who )ad, '.

I . ,,

never been in Project Concern, This suggests taus that students who

bad experienced Project Concern had higher standards for schooling thin

those who'had never-seen suburban schools.

We compared Project Concern alumni.who remained in suburban schooas

until they finished their education, Project Concern dropoutsj, Control

group students and students_from the control group who 'moved to the .'''

y suburbs or transferred to desegregated schools in their attitudes toward

school'and.their experiences in school.
. . .

Project Concern graduates tend to come from somewhat more affluent

families Shan do Projent Concern dropouts or ,central city students, so
. 0,

again We,used multiple regression to control for seven background
f

- factors: parent's education, parental homeownership;ghumbar of
1' ..1 1

.siblings, pretence of an encyClopedWatypewritet, or daily:newspapeeltsivi"'

the home; number_ok parents in the homeWhile growing up,-age and the.

student's score on a second grade vocabulary test. Rather than

reporting the ful; aquation in standarddorm, Table 3,1 shops the

results in the of a simulated cross-tabulation--the predicted

"values of.Project Concern participants and non - participants. if each

group wire assigned 4^Prage scores of the seven background variablei.

In Table 3.1, th, atual difference among the four classes of
,

Project Clincern participation are shown.first; the refs:nits from the,

regression equatborli are immediately below it. For example, the 'first
A 2

4 0 -0
a

, '
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Table 3.i

PROJECT CONCERN PARTICIPANTS' PERCEPTI N'OF HIGH SCHOOL
BY LOCATION OF LAST SCHOOL ATTEND D AND- SEX

4,,

Location florist School Attended

City 0 her City......; Other

Project Con ern Control\

i

4 1

Males ,,

Liked' high-,school CO .-

Uncontrol3ed
ConirolleA

Mean grade gin to, school
(4=A, 04):\

Uncontrolled li.c

,

Controlled ,

-*Didn't %elone,C,ek!
Uncontrolled ,

Controlled
,

ught school ,rules linfair CO'
i ndontrolled . %

, .

'Controlled .
*

Perceived discriminationWO
Uncontrolled

a.Controlled
44

71 '89 83 78
86 82 -76

2.3 3.2' 2.6 2.8

2.4 3.1a 2.6 2.8

23

19

31

29

13

9

41

-- 21 3' 14

2/

39 33

1 9 a 141 34

32 :11 26
.s3a

:11 2741
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Table 3.1 (continued)
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cation of Last School Attended

Cit Other City Other

Projec Concern, C p trot

'eeles
Liked high school (%),
Uncontrolled .66 9 ..82 87

Controlled ' 668 90 82 87
Mean grade given to school_- -----

,A=(4 04)
,

Uncontrolled , 2.2 3.0 2.6 2.8

\ Controlled , . 2.3 8 3.0 8 2.6 2.7
\ DidlOt."belong"--(%)'
\

\\ Uncontrolled
Controlled

Thought school rules; unfair (%)
lincontrolled

Controlled .

Perceived discrimination 04
UnControlled '

Controlled

I'

'388 18 23 15

38 22 21 18

41 23 40 27

42. 21a . 40

21, 22 13 25

\20 28 10 268

NOTE: Controlling on family background, age, and test scores.
a
p < .05, two-tailed test.

line of the Teble shows:that 83 Percent of male students who never

Participated in Project Concern and who finished their education (either

graduating-or dropping out) in a central citysCbool in Hartford said

that they like the lai- school they attended. Seventy eight.percent of'

those students who never participated in Project gOncernand.whc,

finished their education in a non-city school (typiCally the

metropolitan trade school, a Catholic school oetheligh school. in

Bloomfield, a Suburb wheremanyblickr moved during the.19700.said they

liked*their school; 71 peraent.of students who had been in Project

Concern but had dropped out of it and finished their education in

.Hartford city schools said that they liked thein school. and 89 percent

of the Project Concern students who finished their education in a Inon-

le



city school, (either a Project Concern school, the metropolitan

vocational school, or occasionally'n private school), said they liked

their school. .

Controlling on background factors\Oanges the patterns of liking

school only slightly. The Project Concetn dropouts who finishedln a

central city school tend to show somewhat\more positive evaluations of

their school when background factors are controlled.

The remainder of Table 3.1 shoWs-Project Concern ,graduates giving
.

their school a higher letter grade (the question was "we'd like your .

overall:opinion about. your, school based on*your own experiences at that

school. Taking all things into consideration if you had to give your

school a grades of A, B, C. D, what, grade would you give?") Sense of

''!.!not belonging" isslqwer for non - Project Concern students who are in

suburban or other-city schools and.roughly.the same for the other three

groups,. Perception. of rules being'unfair is much lower in:suburban

ProjectConcern schools than in the others., Sense of being
42

discriminated 'against is higher in the two categories oUnon-city.

schools. 'FoXfemales the pattern is roughly similar except that there

is more negative reaction to central city schools on the part of

students who lekt Project Concern. ,Project Concern"dropouts in central

city schools like'Aschool 'much less ilan-ttheti-do..4yen,them 'lower

grades and more often feel they don't belong. Project Concern graduates,

of suburban schools give .their schools higher trades, do' not

particularly complain #out belonging, do not see the rules as being

unfair but do say they Suffered discrimination.

'Table 3.2 ;looks At ire

in school. Males in Project

report receiving honors most

of the' experiences students report:, having.

Concern suburban schools surprisingly.

often -- this despite the fact that they

are not academically as god students as, their classmates. They 41s0

report having many frien -- the percentages there are not, lower than

they are for central city -- and, not surprising, report having more

white friends. The studs ts.who have gone to non-city schools without

being in Project Concern do not report having as-Many white friends;

this maybi.be because they are more likely to-be -in a vocational school

whi6h is heavily. minority, or it may reflect the fact that one -needs

early childhood experience to relate well to whites, and most of the
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Table 3.2

PROJECT CONCERN PARTICIPANTS' PERCEPTION OF HIGH SCHOOL LIFE
BY LOCATION OF LAST SCHOOL ATTENDED AND SEX

Pt

Location' of Last School AttendAd

City Other --:Aity Other ,,

Project Concern, Control

Hales
aceived'honors -(%).

, -.'
.

s.f

Uncontrolled .41

43

67

Controlled '211

42

44.

.54

49

Had lots of friends (%) .

Uncontrolled 89 90. 87 '92

Controlled. 80 .88".: 90 93

4an number of white. filends
Uncontiolled '. , .52 1.47' .51 . .82

Controlled .57 1.52a .48 '.81

Wai-ever.suspended (%)
Uncontrolled 53 38 - 47 53

Controlled 52 41 , ''46 '55

Participated in extracurriculfty"

activities (%)
Uncontrolled 30 42 33 40

Controlled ,. 28 41 . 34 '38

ti

111

s:7

44.
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Table 3.2 (continued)

10

lootation of Last School-Attended

City Other City: Other

Project.Concern.. Control

Females
Received honors .

Untontrolled
Confialed

Had lots of friends (%)
"Uncontrolled
Controlled , . 77

Mean number of white friends
Uncontrolled

42

44

Controlled .

Was'ever suspended (5)

49

92
91

-

39 58
44 46

83 90
84 89

.54 1.40. .42

.54 1.418 ,39

Uncontrolled

Controlled
Participated in extracurricular

activities Oa'
Uncontrolled
Controlled

38.

36

24.'
23

'

24'

27 ,

37

34

35

35

32
'34

.-.

.99
a

P

15

128

42.

37

NOTE: Controlling on family background, age, and test scorei.

ap <..05, two-tailed test.

students who are in Catholic' schools or in the high school in Bloomfield

:(the suburb with a large blapk population) had.attended segregated

-elementary' schools. :i-elementary'

Given the transportation problems, it'is particularly surprising

that Project Concern students:So finished their education in suburban

schools had a higher level 'of participation in extracurricular

activities than did noh-Projett,Concern students.An'tentral city

schools. 1The !number reported in Table 3.2 is the mean'number of

activities participated in from a maximum of 5 choices -- journalism,

drama, music,,,sports, and studeht council or clubs.)

4
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For females there is no, tendency for suburban Project Concern

students to have received more honori as was the case with male

students. We also see that although females report as much

extracurricularparticipatiOn in suburban Project Concern schools as

they do in central titY,110091*, there is not differen6e favoring

suburban schools as there was for men. Projedt Concern women students.

do report having many' friends, have a,large number of white friends, and.

had relatively4ittle disciplinary difficulty in the e-subirban schools.

One difference of intersit:to our analysis is the very low level of

suspensions for female students-in column, 2- -those who were not in ,

Project Concern but who moved to suburban schools-Or the'CathOlic.or

vocational schools. This is in contrast,tO males with the same

educational experience who have a very high suspension rate in high

school, . This is despite,the,fact that these should be abler and better

motivated students. grain and'Weisman (1972) and.Crain, Bahard and

Narot (1982) both argue that black males more than feMales are poorly

prepared for interracial experiences in high school If they attended

segregated elementary schools.- The higherlevel rof suspension for males

but not for females who come..from non-Project Concern-eled,ntary schools

into non-city highlschools is,consistent with this pattern:

The students in suburban Project Concern schools in our survey seem

to be saying that the schools they went.to'sre objectively.: good. schools,.

with high academistendirds,:good_teschers, and withval-organized

school discipiine.policies, as reflected in the low percentage 'of

students calling:the school:rules unfair. 'Forma/isextracuiricular

activities. provide'ample opportun4les and there are honors to be'

gained.- The students:joho. finished in the suhurban 'schools saythat they

like school.: At.the.same time, however, .the high dropout rate reflects_

a series of problems .with the program, some :of which:ari'potentiallY\

solvable...In,Many of the sdhoollOthe students are sluoa0:too thinly -

with only a handful of black"students in an entire elementary or high \.

school.' 'Minority students do.not.have the -"critical masi'needed-ipr,

emotional support. .Thealmost total absence of black teachers in many

of the schools and.WhSt, Appears to be a-rilativelyweak human xelations

program has resulted.in a situation where a large number of students



.complained;about,racism as a faCtor in their leaving the suburban

schools. Finally,.becAUse.students are.so thinly spread transportation

problems-are ser*ous,.and have become more serious due to recent budget:

cuts, ,

WHAT TODAY'S STUDENTS- 'SAY

Ivorderloget-a'clearer sense :of student attitudes toward-their-:'

school:experience, 09.facefto-face,very informal-interviews wereleld

wit present-day Project Concern students fn five auburbin,high\schools.:

Tiwinter4iews focusi;d on'the studenOs'sociallives: friends,.

integration into School environment, extracurricular activities, dating, .

feelings about school life and Project. Concern, and;. litureplans. Field

observationsWere.also conducted. at eachschool--in classrooma,..

cafeterias, gymnosiums,:bus stops,, and after school. 'Teachers,

principals andituid4oce,counselors were also intervied.:

7 Five schools' with different numbers- of Project Concern students

,were chosen,. :An atiempt'wes'alsollads to choose 'districts iepresen4ng.

a variety of-per capitkincoMe'brackets:
4

What do'the Project Concern students.ptrceime as the "good" thing
,..

about Project Concern? There were threepOints that'were stressed by-

many studentav that they'wers (1) getting. a be4er education in (2) a

better environment which was (3) socially heterogeneous. Over half (55.

percent) felt they were getting a better educatfon in the Isuburbs.' The

ak'4...,
following two comments:are'fairly typical in .phis' regard.

,

, .

,1.. $t.
I.

i ' -4,

First,

'Project Concern has helped me a-lot because if I,didn't:come
out here 'and went to. school in Hartford,1 won't say' I'd be
stupid, imt if I was 'to come out here and' then transfer to a
Hartford school, I'd automatically graduate because their
education out here is higher than it. is in Hartford..

Second,

' Many of the"suburban high.school.principalS and'staff members
'refute this claim, saying that,the.education 'is Hartford.is just as
goodt.if-not better. They sometimes atknowlede, however, that the ,'

distractions are perhaps greater in Hartford.
't.

err



I'm'getting a better education than I would going, to a
Hartford schooli'and I really like that because if.. was to go,

to a Ha;tford school.let's say like in my junior year they
Would, 'skip ma to my senior year ,because of what I know. I get
a Ouch better education here.

Further, ,a third of the Project Concern students believed that-the

program was good because they were in a betterervironment than they

would be in if they went to school in Hartford. In addition, a third o

'the Project Concern students felt they gained from participating in

roject Concern because they met. different types Of peoph than they

would if they remained in Hartford. When asked how things would be

different if she went to school in Hartford, one student. remarked.

.

It woulehave been different, like I wolild grow up being
prejudiced toward white people. Cause where'I live, its black
people...and I would grow; 'up to be .prejudiced. By going to
this school, I'm glad that I did'because I've grown up not tO'
be prejudiced. And it's really good. This program has really
,did that. Tpu knOw,,white people and black people get
together, see what each other is-likp, and balfriends and
stuff. This progiam has really helped that. .

Another student commented:

I think Project Concern is good because itgives us an
.opportunity to get into a different. environment. I think that
by going out here it better prepares us for the outside world.'
In our house my;mother taught me that white'people, they.wil
alwayi be out there,so you have to get along with them to
really live in'the Outside world. I think that going out here
better prepares me A lot of my'friends go to Hartford
schools, and they don't like white people.' 'But I think this
really helped me, now that I look over it, even though I don't
like coming out here nometimes, and it gets on my nerves. I

think it really helps in the long run.

The major criticisoz of Project Concern given by the students'
revolve around transportation difficulties. As shown in Table 3.3

transportation problems, were more prevalent at schools that rely, on

public transportation to get their Project Concern students'to schoql.

At these schools, the Project Concern students have a journey"which

. o
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Table 3.3

PROJZCT CONCERN PARTICIPANTS' PERCEPTIONS Or TRAVELL TIME

TO SCHOOL AND TRANSPORTATION DIFFICULTIES, BY' SCHOOL

Carliona Herald Irving Mooney Tarrytown

No. of respondents
Average no. of minutes

spent getting to

school
b

Average no. of miles
to school

Percentage reporting
transportation

difficultiesc

13.

51.2 38.6 25.4 53(2 54.4

:9 .4 . 13 10
t,

18

38 62. 67 12

aThe name of thefive Connecticut schools.have_been changed. Irving
and Mooney contain grades 9 to 12;.Carlton and,Herald, grades 10. to 12;.
and Tarrytown,.grades 7:to 12. .

bThe question- walvasked, "How long does it usually' take.you"to get .

to school'in. the morning?"' Project Concern participants at Carlton,-'
Herald; Irving, and Mooney traveled to;.and,frOm school by public trans-
,portation;. Tarrytown. participants traveledby school bus.

cThe question'wasoked, "What 'wouleyou say are-the bad-things about
the Project Concernprogram?"Multiple responses. ere allowed.-,

involvis.at least two'legs.:, one to downtown Hartford; another to the

'school. The lack.ofichool bus transportation emergei as a' crucial

negative component.of.their deseakegation experience. lbe-situation is
. 7. .

exacerbated because. at one time school buses were available,. but due-tcl

budgetqcuts PC students at. ertain schoolsl(those in areas with already
, . -

existing public transportation routes fiOm Hartford) art now forced to

use public transportation. One student explained what the transition

from school bus to public transportation was like:
40

It was .really unfair to.us...it's really arcrto 'accept.. We

already wake up early. When we were
had

the school bus we

had-to Wake:up.at 6 o'clock,' and we had to get our of ,the

house by 20 When you have to wake up.at 5 o'clock, its
dark outside and you have to walk, and you're sleepy. .There

used.tojm days, when I'd' be up until. 11:30, 12' o'clock,'
because irtiork, and.1 work from,2:30 until quarter of 6. By .

the time i bus'to get downtown it would be 20 of 7 and

49
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by the time I get home it would be 7:30. And then you would
have to do things at tome. By th6 time you sit down and do
your homework, and you do your hair, and you get your things
up for the morning, because in the morning time yo-have no
'time to iron clothes and get your things up for school, it be
.12:304 1 o'clock. And you have to wake up at 5 o'clock. It's
a rough schedule.

0

Another studenttommegping on the busing situation said:.

They Cut our busing...that's the thing / hate the most. Y .\
think that they should put back in the busing cause it causes
a lot of problems. If you miss. the 'bus in the. morning, you'
have to take another.one,and be late t:school4

4 Project Concern students lit both schoolsusing school buses (Irving

and. Tarrytown) report relatively short travel times (less-than two

.

minutesimile)..0terefore it is not surprising that pc students at those

two schools are less likely to perceive of transportation as a negative

component of.the PC program. Aside from transportation, no other

negatiireissues were mentioned by very man) PC students. Thirty-two

percent of'the students interviewed could think of no problems

associated, with P0.

lint-Project Concern students. like school either Very much (41
.

.percent),arlairlY well (49 percent). 'Only;e few (16 perCent) report

that they.. feel as'if they don't belong in scho41, and most--(81 percent)

- report liking their.principal:- Few (7 percent) believe that there are

.serious problems at their ithOol between blacks'and whited, but .a
.

.substantial amount(64percent) acknowledge minor problems'betwee4:020

races.

Four Coping Strategies
.

.

I ordet to reduce the lengthy questionnaires to manigeable size,.a

multi-stage sciling procedure was used; First, 33 questionnaire items

were Guttman scaled.into'nine scales. Then.thess nine scales plus,a4x

other individual questionnaire items wereCombined.t#nd factor .analyzed,

. yielding four\factors. In.invtpretixIg these four factors one can look

at them as.'defining fOur alternative lays.to cope.with a whiti suburban

scijool. 'The four factors are shown in Table 3.4. For. each Guttman

1.
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;scale or individual item, the factor loading is given; and .forkevery
! .

item, the.pescihtage yes" on that item is shown. Students whO.scor

high an .any. of the fivt three factors- are all involved_in:

. extracurricular activities of the school. have .white as well ai.blac

friends and attend school. Social' events and sports affairs;. However
4

there seem -to be 'threOlifferent-itrategies which enable them )0 be o
.,,

**
highly involved in school:. H

I

Factor 1: Being -a.,"moderf student. One route ie sh4in in fact

one. and is simply to be a gooStudent. The students who Tare. high

scorers in this. particular 'factor liave good grades,' plan '.to.44) ,to

college, have 'not been suspended and\ are active in .more sfhooI

extracurricular activities:. On the positive side, these; Categories
0.

represent the 'epitome. Assimilation, the negative Oil.de we fin

only one category, which at first glance appears inexplicable. Prolect

Concern studentsWho are best assimilated into the school enrorment
have positiliesexperiences 'at. school, 'but they report negative .reactions

from theirliartford And fellow Project Concern friends ,/(Who r.elsent the

.fact that 'students go places after SChool.with white students:, As

;_we_shall-see, students wWAdopt other, strat'egies 'which! integrate. them.
is t ..-,

into the schooY do not feel this same. presSUre tp'.!avoidi whites. We

suspect that fo this group, associating with whiths is perceived by

other blaCks as. part of academic "gate-busting "; that Whit these

students' are -dOing wrong to earn ,the 4hostility of their'black friends is

' being-too goOd,-cooperating too :well with white students, = embarrassing

their brothers. and sisters with their good 'grades.

To highlight this orientation, let us quote in partfrom a model':

student named Alheit.2. .

1

I don't consider MySelf to be a minority because my (white)4
friends, they don's consider or even .look at 'it as .me being a

ci _different -colorjust ,eing regular, tieing just liki that's.
/ They (PC students), prefer to be black,, they want.to just hang

aroOnd with the blacks, they don't want nothing to do with the
whites not like that...'I was. called awhile ago an oreo
kid,' thAt 4! A black person hanging around With whites and
trying to act'white..:I attended the ski club and I .asked if
anyone else wanted to get into it, _and you should have seen

I All haslet of the respondents have. been changed to maintain
anonymity.
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,Table 3.4

4

n

DIMENSIONS OF SCHOOLIEXPERIENCE FOR PROJECT CONCERN PARTXCIPANTS, 1983

,..1MI

Percent Factor
"Pease. Loadings

Factor 1. The "modetstudent",
. Goodstudent.activity

Parents very satisfied with grades
Bought school yearbook

Received, honor or award-
Notsat all uncomfortable with other; race

Academics performance
ed grades of B or better
s very' satisfied with grades
sting of ability: B or btter
o go to college
nvolvement ?

ipated IA More 'thin/two activities
r than sports, music, band, chorus
a sthool ring. /
-been suspended' -1

4 personal-contact-with ii)ther race
elOnging /

4

Recei
Peron

Plan
/'school

-littpi

,: Oh
4, Bough

Has n
Phone

School,

Has
Was part of leading crowd 1

At least one beat friend at'sch41 was
Felt'be"or she belonged at sdhock t4

School e*tracurridular participation
Attended schoo social event I

Attended one p hool activity' 1
.Participated i band or in varl.ty or

nonvatsity s ort'
/ Attended school game :

Friends supported respondent's irterracial
: .activities

V.?

. . .

th bleck,and white friends

a

29
48
55

4.
87

20'

29

-41
55-

. 86

.83

O

white

..
). .

1,

90.' -.50

23
43
71

84 t
29

r-05'

.44

74

nctor 2. loterradieJ school IctiOty and dating 41$

Evers dated white person
. .).

Interracial social activities I 4:* ro'.
-:,

Dated white perion from schoo or went steady ,
..

-,

with white person,' ..

i

1 Alhi,,
.4 Aftersch00% friends went to Same school. 7.4

..

Attended pep rally 'or musical at school ,. 1.

°Eyer,went steady with white'Peron from school: ;,,,6

Schoolextracurricular particip tion'(see factoe17-
,'J ,School belonging (see FaCtiir 11 . ;

0,

# , *0 f't
P

.0
4 l

'i,"rl'
14
e
.0

A
v° ii;
is. 4,4-4. , ,,,"%f

k' ', . v 6
4

,

(

52

19.

25 "
/ /38 /

0'

4

$6'
.

'.'*.s44, 01,
I': be " )

,58
.40

.34
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Table

(rf

4 (continued)

IP ',
aro.

Factor Items
'Percent Factor
"Pass" Loadings,

, -, . n

Factor 4!. *integration lento the schooj community
Wore chool. button

School identification
Care if school wins irk competition
Had a school banner
Had school 'clothing'

Had a lot of 'friendsvat school

School extracurkicaati pafticipation (see FaciOr. 1
.triends supported. repondent'i interracial.

activities

School b4onging. (see Factor, 1) .

PerCeptibli, of ..school .race. relations '

Consideredschool rules fact' .

lector 4. POSitive perceptiOi of race
Liked school',

Almost no problems between blacks
at,schOol\

'Gave school kgrade of A or B
Liked

Saw no ,probre i with
..

Coniidered school' ru
Perceptions orschoo

Black studenti tpar
.Black end white st
_ Black. .'and white st

Would go steady w
School involvement.

.°

roject Concern
es fair,
tace relations
icipate in everything'
dents. go steady.

dents date
hawhie

Fact r 1)see

(see FactOr 4)

relations

and whites

35-

39

57
47

ts.i6

I.

:64

.56,

10 .51

.37

.33 .

12 -.52. k:

. :79

.28

58

.69

72 .52

.49.

49
58
67

their:facesi-it as hysterical. ,yhat i_this kid Wking

bout, the ski 1 b?,Itis-A-blinCh:of honkies gonna be there.

I
.

In contrast to his approach,.we find that the student who is

totally alienated'f of school receives a low factor score on this

cimension. One su4:student told me' of the'things he did not like'about

chool.

-.37

.4"

4'

53

I''I.
I

, I.

I.

I.
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We be watched all the time. They trying io bust us for some
kind of thing. Like and time somebody stole $100 'and I4was
called down and my friend was called down. And when I asked
the assistant principlecwhy he do that he said cause you're
suspicious .0

t

Factor 2: Interracial'Sociability. The second factor identifies a
.

group of students whose path to involvement frischool.is interracial 0p

socializing. large part of high school stWenPs activities. "are

geared toward heterOseXual socializing; these activities:include dating,
. .

going Steady;*attondingparties., and fiances. .Undoubtedly,'the degrecto
"

which one is considered "Popular" is2botha reflectionof,and reflect*.

the amount' and type.of.heteroSexual,opportunities these your people
c,

experience. Thusy the secondfactor is composite of types. of social'
0

. activities that all bear on'the degree. to which the resporlents:are

aipealingto,.and have the opportunities to interact with, the opposit

sex. ,ThePC.studenf receiving the°highest fattox score on

diMension was 'a black male,whowas, at the time of the study, iating

white girl from .school.- In Addition, he reported that he was.patt of.
!% :

:the leading 'crowd at school, participated' in both.versity atm:1.110n-
_

varsity sports, and had attended numerous school events,-including,

social events. ,Cliarly, this,type,of individual typifies the PC student.

mciSt well-integrated into the social life:of the high school:culture'.

When Waltek, the'student,with the highest factor score on Factor 2,
,

was asked whether br not thecsocial life of Project. Concern students

differed from 'students living in the community he replied

No, not really.° Well, some of the time yogi wouldloreally
see the girl you're dating.as often as you would li e, not
unless4ou came. out here every day. . . But you can do the ;

same things that any other students do that live out-here if.
you want to. Yop can do anything you want to do if you put,
your mind to it. ,So I would saythere's.no differeire.

'Only.a small number of students, mcistly'male, are involved sin -'
,

t .
. ,

.

interracial
7

dating; only-4-~percent of Project. Concern high-school

students hadever gone steady with someone 'from, their school..'A more

typical student is 'one with alow factOr;dcotes On phis dimension, es
1 0

Y '

.

4 # 1
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,
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A

characterized by Vanessa,,a black:female.who has never dated or gone

steady with a white. person. She typically spends her Saturday nights

,with friends from her neighborhood,rather than with schoolmates. She "'

-attends few schoolievents, and does not'go.to school social gatherings.

She participates in'only.one'schoOl activity] the multi-cultural club.

By her own account Vanessa. does not, have a group of friends with whom.

the "hangs out" after school, and'reports that she is not part of the
, _ R c

leading crowd in 'school. When asked .whethe white and black. students .

did similar thing's on dates she replied, .% don't 11(Jinow--maybe." Clearly*

4,her knowledge and experienCes with respect to int racial sociability

are limited.

.Factor 3: School involvemerit. This scale meilsures what is Often

called "school.spirit ".. WithOut dating, studentihigh on,this scale

nevertheless participate in a wide range of school lactiviiiese wear

school sweaters and Vuti.lns and care about the fate. of ,the school's

teams. But interestingly, this group of.students who-are so highly

involved in the school are'the.oneswho aremostlikelylo complain that

school rules are unfair. Perhaps this is Simply because they are so

highly involved in the school. that they'are.consta4ly brought into

contact with the school rules--they are the'ones whO know from personal

experience about all the regulations governing social activities; for

example: It may also be that these students, because they are ao well

-integrated into the school, are not threatened by'expressing negative

opinions aboutichool rules. Since they are integrated into school,

they can complain without raising the cognitively dissonant feelings

thy might feel.if they complained without being integrated into the

0 school and pleased with much of their social experiences there. (If

this school is do bad what am I doing here?).

Students with high scores on this factor.say that problems,with

school rules exist due to a, lack of uniformity of school.rules; the

reason pc students experience difficulty at school is not becauSe they

are marginal students (after all, they do everything that-white students

,do)., but because ttie school (including administrators, teachers, and

white students) it prejudiced. Blacks are picked on, the rules were

made for and apply only to the white students, and black students, often

have difficulty conforming to tholl rules. The following quote from

Ella, a student with a high score on this factor, is enlightening.
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Some of them's prejudiced- -some students and some

teachers...Like I had this teacher last year, she'was
prejudiced. If I talked I'd get in trouble, if a white
student, talked she'd just tell them to lower their voice..

Of course some of this perception of the unfairness of school. rules.

.comes from the problems experienced by Pc students due to their busing

situation. For instance, many PCstudents complained about the lack of

flexibility shown by the administration to the problems associated with.
. -

busing. Of particular concern to manysk students was_the,fact that

they' were usually penaliied foF coming to ,schoollate,6'which was easy to

do particularly, in cases where public transportation was used. Also in

many cases,-after-school detentions were difficult to attend. I spoke.

with'ohe guidance counselor who expressed his concern over his school's_

use of '.'Saturday School': (a half a day of detention on Saturday morning

for students with major discipline problems) as a punishment mechanism,

and the particular problems Project Concern students had with such a

policy. The counselor recognized the' possibility of interpreting this

typl of punishment as a "covert effort" on the part of the School

administration to place undue obstacles in the path of these students,

since it was extremely difficult for most of them to get to school

the. weekend.

Students with low factor ,..:ores on this dimension can 'be described

as apathetic; they don't. wear school buttons, nor do they have school

banners or clOthing with the school-name on it. Michael was such a

student. He reports that he doesn't care at all 'if the school winsqn

any type of` competition, has few friends, at school, doesn't go to school

social events,. He does not consider himself part of the leading crowd,''

nor does:he want to be. None of his best friends at- school are white.

As can be expected, Michael does not feel as if he belongs at school.

The group of people he spends most of his time with are all blacks from'

Hartford, and, he simply doesn't know whether black and white students at-.-

school date or go steady with each other. In 'response to a question

asking what the good things. were about Project Concern, Michael replied,

"There.ain't none." When asked why he comes to school in the suburbs he

told me, "My mother, she 'thinks I can :get a better education here."
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Yet Michael thinks.the rules
,,

at school are fair. It appears as if

students like Michael, those. who do notbecome'involved, do notblame

the alienation they experience on.somethiniai tr4vial as unfair school

rules.. ,.
.

Factor 4: .Ideological Commitment to.Integration. Finally, the
fourthscale'hows that it is possible for.students to' hold. positive

feelings about the -school without being involved directly in its social

life. These are. students that we think of as having an ideological and ,

impersonal commitment to 'desegregation. Rather than speaking. of

personally benefiting from. the school, they talk in terms of. minorities

generally benefiting. The same pattern appears in many of the responses'

from the larger survey: when, asked what the good things about Project

Concern were, ex-students often talked about, the program as being good

for "Minorities" rather than good for themselves.

This factor indicates that those with a positive attitude. toward
o-

school. view blacks as miintegral paFt of the ichool environment; but

are less likely themselves to participate in many school. activities.

They are less apt to have a school ring, are more likely to have,.been

suspended, and less.likely to have contact with other schoolmates in

person and on the phone. Perhampecause these students are in,.

actuality less involved, they can afford to be more positive their

attitudes toward school and race ielations. 'In other words, this

attitude may very well be based on an ideolog cal rather than a de. facto

commitment to desegregation.

Janice is a student with a high score n Factor 4. Her response to .

'a questions concerning.the good.. things abou PC reflects.this

discontinuity between attitude and behavior. She told me the following:.

(It's good) that we get to come to school here. That we get )

bused out to different schools other than inner Hartford. Any
'school is good if you're going to learn, but they have more
opportunities out here than they do in Hartford. I know I
won't get along if I went to school with my own color... I

think when I'm around my own. color ,it's more problems.
Because there's a lot of fighting. We don't have that here.
When I'm by myself I can do my work, but.not when I'm with my
friends. And out here you don't 'get to see your friends.

0
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Clearly Janice sees busing as offering her the opportunity to get a

'better education in an environment that. is conducive to learning and

where there is'an:absenceof hostility. Q

The remarks made by Mae typifies students- with high negative factor.

-scores on this'dimension. .

I think'the school is prejudiced. I 4idn't want tocome our.
here...it seems that !some. things ar -Unfair. -Like for
example., two.girls were being late for class. They're black,

, and it was allallway full of other kids, and the principal
didn't say anything to anyone else. . He singled them out,

which I don't think is fair. So a lot of rules which we have .

here aren't fair. It's.like him...and this school doefOliot do
thingS-ihatOgack people can get into. Like at/oUrvom;ve
wanted to have a D.J. that Could.,.play white. music and black

music. But po,.they (white students didn'tvant this. They

Wanted .a band, which we can't comprennd.

Yet Mae also identified several positive aspects of Project

Concern. -As she'told me,

I think it's good.becaluse'it.gives us, an opportunity to get

into a44ifferent environment. I think that by going out here

it better prepares .us for the outside world.

She.also participates in.several school activities, has a school

ring, has not been suspended, and has both in-school and telephone

contact with white students.

SUMMARY
The data identify one major area of discord associated with Project

Concern, transportation arrangements, but indicate some degree of

general satisfaction on the part of many of the high school students in

the study. This is hot to suggest that Project Concern has been, in the

opinion of the students interviewed, a resounding success. The clinical ,

observations based on the scaling of dependent variables and subsequent

factor analysis clearly demonstrate. both positive and negative'

components of the desegregation experience.
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IV.. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

4

-0

Project Concefin provided Several important benefits to black

students. The fitit classes-have finished school and we.can conclude.

that compared to /similar minority students who attended'segregted

Hartford city schools,

1. Male participants were more likely to graduate from high

school. This is probably true for-females as well, but the

effect on femalei is weaker.

Male. participants completed more years o college, (This-is

,not true for females.)

Male participants perceive less discrimination,in college and

in other areas. of adult life in HartfOrd (not true for.`

femaleq.

Participants have closer Social contact with whites,as adults,

are more likely to live,in desegregated houtihg, and had more

friends in.college.

Female participants were. lesklikely to have,¢ child before age

18.

However, participants in the program suffered some discoifortim.

exchange for thesebenefits. Half the males and nearly as many females

'left the program, often because,of their social isolation. Most

participants were in schools with only very few other black students,.

and the most_coimonly given reason for dropping out of the program was

racial problems.

Transportation problems have alwaya,been,serious, and recent cuts

in service have aggravated this problem. Some of the black students

the program had.problems with school discipline and were suspended'Or

expelled. 'Those students who remain in the program, speak highly.of the

.suburban schools they attended.
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We have establishid some links in the chain of reasoning which

connects, sch-ool. desegregation to increased. educational .attainment for

Men.: The desegregated men are more likely to finish high school and

coilege because they.perceivolosi,discrimination in their environment,

4

have less trouble with_ the .police,. and relate better to whites. Out

. data also 'explain why the effects should be weaker for females, since

fiomales*do perceive less discrittination. end are not less likely to get

into trouble with the police, so these mechanisms will not operate to
'increase their educational attainment. , There are, however, mechanisms

which should work to increase female 'educational attainment. Women from

desegregated' schoolsare. less likely tO bear a child before age 18, and

are more 6omfortable with whites: Whit, then, do we not see an increase

, in college attendance for women from desegregated 'schoOls?..

'ye do not know why desegregation does-not lead to higher college

attendance. or graduation. rates, for women, but 'we think one \problem may

. :

be a sex-bias.. in. the' suburban' high. school,. Recall (in Section 3) that,'

black Male Project Concern students participate more in extracurricular

aoti$iities and receive more honors in' suburban schools than do similar
'student's in central city schools; for women there is no difference

between, the two groups. After our, interviews with students presently in

suburban high schools,,'we'Were 'convinced that black males do have a ./.
, better situation., mostly because the athletic :teams black. males pleyson

'. are more 'prestigious than women!s teams. .It may.also be that suburban

teachers and ..counsellors help black males more than 'black females,. but :.

we have no data on this. 'We believe that suburban high schools should.

. be Concernedwith.PrOviding all that, is needed to help black females.

succeed in college. ,

.

There is an important irony in this ,analysis: black,males, who

benef it :most:from the Project Concern.:Clesegregation___Program,are._more.,._...:.'

likely to drop out of Project Concern. We are not sure there is an Alasyr:

answer here. .Males (black or white) cause more trouble in school, are'

more likely to get suspended and black males are more likely to quit the, ,

program voluntarily, so it may be difficult .t decease their dropout

rate. -Nevertheless would Serve the' best interest of black, students

and the society if Lae black male dropout' rate from Project Concern were
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.? reduced. Over half of the male stucients.entering.the program-,in

1966-1971Jinished their schooling outside of Project Concern. The

dropout rate has'not changed greatly,. only 24 of the 69. present Project

Concern high school students .whom. we interviewed were males..

Although we have no direct evidence-on this point,. -it seems likely.

that modifications to.the prOgram.could be,made to encourage both bale .

and female students to. stay itt.Projeat Concern (through a better,
,

transportation policy, abetter School discipline policy, or an increase

in.the'number of students"-in the program-sm'as,ticotaiti-a. criticat

of minority students to provide social support for stud'ents01
0

---71, This. is not a certainty.. It may be that a program. in which half-
the students dropout isin fact, optimal; had policies been'changed.to
encourage more of the'dropouts-to remain in Suburban ichools,'thSir own
rate.of:antisociel.behavior might have remained.as high cir become even

.high as a result.of the change .in policy. This does seen unlikely,
but possible,interpretation.of the.. data which we cannot. disprove..

z.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLES OF REGRESSION TECHNIQUES USED TO
PRODUCE TABLES 2.1 AND 2.2

'Table A'.1 shows the regnission equation 'used to create the fifth

row of Table 2.1; it' estimates the high'school dropout rate for male

Project Concern completers'and Control group students. 'The equation

also containe.coefficents for the two mixed groups:- the-Project

Concern students who returned to the city schools or the control

students who transferred (or moved) out of city tools. Table 2.1

summarizes'this and 13 other regression equations to show the expected

percentage of students at each level of. educational attainment in what.

9

Table A.1

MULTIPLE REGRESSION EQUATION, WITH HIGH SCHOOL DROPOUT
RATE-AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE, FUR MALES

% of
Cases 17e

'Control variables
bParenes education

Home ownership
Presence.of'typewriter,

-.003

.106

-.02.

:11
b

'encyclopedia, newspaper -.074a -.15

Number'of siblings .008 .05

Two parents -.189a -.20'

, Age -.011 -.05
b

2d grade vocabulary score -.;04 -.0
A

Independent variable:
Desegregation experience

Project Concern completed -- 20 -.20
a

-.18

Project-Concern dropped 22 .05 .05

Control: noncity schools 9 -.09 -.06

Control: city schools 49 (c) . (c).

Multiple r . .390

a
Significant, p a .05, one-tailid test.

bSign of coefficient is in, unexpected direction.

c
This dummy variable was omittedir regression/coeffi-

cient is automatically zero.
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we refer to as a, simulated'cross-tabulation. Table A..2 shows the exectl,

-calculations needed to estimate the high school dropout rates for

statistically matched groups of' Ppject Concern and control students.

(Since the regression equation includes two mixed,categories of

experience with desegregation, this same formula can be,used to estimate

the corxespondisIg line of Table B.1 in Appendix B which follows.),

P

<,

'1

0

O

I

C
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Table A.2

COMPUTATION OP TYPICAL VALUE IN TABLE 2.1

The expected dropout percentage, D, for nonparticipants in Project
Concern remaining in central city; schools (from column b in Table A.1)
is computed as follows:

O

ime j=11

tbX+E bjXj +C
i=1 j=8

',Arra bi, bj = unstandardized'sregression coefficients

,X = mean of ith background control

X, = mean of jh desegregation experierme (where,I = in the

category and 0 = not in the category)
MED

= moan years of education of parents

= home ..ownership (0-e no, 1 = Stes.)

4*

X
3
= number of items (0,f,2,3)

X
4

= number of siblings (0 to 9)
et

s

= two parents (0 =no, 1 = yes)

6
= age(negative of birth year)

7
= second grade standard vocabulary-score

X
8

= 1 if- entered and remained in PC, otherwiie 0

X
9
=1 if entered IN bat finished schooling in Hartford city

MEI

school, otherwise 0

X
10

= 1 if-never in PC-and finished-in uoncity-schooi other

wise 0

X
11

= 1 if-never in PC and ffnished in-city school, otherwise- fl

(this is the dummy variable that was excluded to prevent
overdetermination; see fn c of Table A.1).

f.4
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Table A.2 (continued):
'3

. .

b1X1 b2X2 b
3 3

b
4 4

57

(-.003 x 10.9) + (106 x .41) + (r.074 x 2.14) + (.008 x 4.35),

b.X h i' '' . . b h i
8

..,. ... ...

5 5. ...6 6 , 7. 7 1;

(-.189-x .37) + (-.011 x '-1960.5) + (-.004 x 46.7) .(7'4201

b
9
X
9

b
10
X
10 11X11. ,

//

+ (.050 x 0) + (....087 x 0) +10 x 1) 20.863 = .334 ' .. \
\

\
4

To estimate the dropout rate for Project Concern participants who.

we

remained in the program, change the X8 term to (.201 x 1) and the Xil term'

to (0 x 0); thus,

4

.334 - .201 = .134

The estimates ,334 and .134.(rounded to. .33 and .13)iappear in the fifth
row (male drOpoutl of Table 2.1..

65'
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APP4NDIX B:1 ANALYSIS OF SELFSELE.TION AND RESPONSE BIAS..
.

. This analysis hinges upon the comparisons between students who have

experienced desegregation andAhose 'that._ have not. The comparison is

valid onlyif one. can assume that the.students who aredesegrefated do

not differ' from the segregated studentsuain any way exceptt:for-iheir

desegregation. In the typical research study, pne'llas little in the way.

Of alguarantee that this, is the case; For example; in a typical

voluntarx desegregation. study, there id the possibility that students

Who volunteer for'desegregated schooling come from higher income t .,

families.. They may ills° be mote highlV.motivated,-or come from families

which have generally provided more help to, their children in their.

schooling. They may be stu,pnts.who. are.toretalented in.sohool work;.

or-they may be. the leek talented students=thos&who.hgve'doni badly in'.

their segregated Ichool,4o.thattheir parents. search fox desegregation

as idevice to.resctie tbeir child's education. -Finally, the students

who-are. voluntari ".desegregated.desegregated laity be those for whom thelogistios are

more minageab -..those from two-parent households, or thosewholive .

relativel close tb the receiving schools.-

Th s instead oUthe ideal, situation where the desegregated students
a

differ from the segregated students. only in.the fact of their

desegregation,-we instead have a situation where 'differ on.a

z

variety of dimensions--some of them unknown to the researcher.

Typically the'bestltechniques available to deal with-this roblem

is some sort of statistical matching method--drawing pairs of subjects

matched on .earlier test scores and family characteristics or else .

artificially matching after the, fact using analysis of covariance or ,

0

multiple regression to adjust the scores of each group up or down to

comilvsate for differences in background variables. But the "techniques

for adjustment to compensate'for pie-test differences are themselves

biased, typically_underad/usting,the_data so _thatcontrol-variable

differences persist in a"concealed fashion in the final result (see Cook

and Campbell;'1979, 295=300). If students in' desegregated schools are

higher in family background than the control group One would expect a
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divregression-analysis to still show desegregatedIstudent learning more in

1.desegregated schools after adjustment for pre-test dif erences have been

ads, .even. if this were not. rally the case. -itqually.important,

researchers are Unable to control for any.unkpown or unmeasured

ifferences between tthe two groups.

The Project Concern experimental design/gives us. an opportunity to

sestronger'analysis methods, We have 'removed theeffects of self-

election bias with two different analysis technique* which we;-have

called the'"experiment participationmeihodand the'"experiiental

.assignment method."

Me."experiment participatiOn 'approach is based.on comparing all
Q;

students who' ever attended Project Concern schools (even if they later

withdrew from the.program),-with students who never entered the program'

(even if they found some other route to'a desegiegated education). If

the apparent high educational,attainment of Project Concern alumni is-
,

entirely due to self-selection, then we should find that the high

attainment of Project Concern alumni is- entirely offset by the

coftesiOndingly loW attainment of the Project Concern students'who 0

transferlired back to city schools, and the educational attainment, of the

progtaml'stayers" and "leavers" combined should be the same as the

attainment ad the Control group, 4

4
I

In-the "experiment participation" analysis we include in the

Project Concern group students who entered the program but dropped out

and returned to the central city schools and include in the control

group students-who were never in Project Concirn but whose last school

was desegregated (primarily these were Catholic schools and the high

school in ,Bloomfield,'as suburb where many black families moved in the .

,1979's),, This approach is faK stronger than the design's normally

available to researchers. First, the fact that the students were

randomly sampled -means that even though we have not completely preserved

the experimental design (since students who were originally selected

for Project Concirn but never 'entered the programAre_not

considered participants in this analysis; theyhare in the analysiswhich

follows this one) there is still less self-selection bias in Hartford

than there would be in a conventional voluntary school 46segregation

program.

_
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Table B.1, we summarized a regression equation in which '

participation.in projectZoncern is related to years,of school_ completed
4,

,in an equa tion controlling age, the students vocabulary score -in.. the

second grade; and'seven family background variables (presence of two,

parents in the home, number of sibelings, home ownership,mother's

educational attainment, a, scale built ,on the presence of an

'encyclopedia, a typewriter, and a daily newspaper in the home). the

regression,equation,,a dummy var4able divides students into those who io

did and did not ever participate in Project Concern.

Table B.1

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT AND PRESENT: COLLEGE ATTENDANCE
OF PROJECT. CONCERN PARTICIPANTS, BY SEX c,

0

Ct.'

Project 'Control

Concern Group

hales (in percentages)
Collate graduate
2+ years of college
1 year.of'college.

t 'Nigh school_graduate"
Dropout

.7"otal

5
9 16 .

10

42
.

100,

4,

4.

12

12

39
32 .

100

Mean years completed
Percentage now in college

4

FeMales (in percentages) -
:Gollege graddate .5 3

4 year of college
g+ years of college

,

Al: P1

.14

17

'High school graduate 4 42
i

.Dropout . 1 20 ,,24

/ Total ,. IT4400 100
-*.

_

1.J

*can. years completed J2.2, .12.2

/ftrcentagenow in college. 13 23

12.2 11.9 s.
20 15

J NOTE: Contr911ing on family background, age, and test

wiores.
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The educational attainment Of male Project Concern students is 12.2

years of schooling 0.3 years higher than the attainment-of non-Pr-oiect

Concern students. Their'high school dropout rate is lower, the rate at

'which they completed two or more years of college is higher, and their

present college attendance rate is higher. None of'these differences

are significaut,but this does not greatly concern-us. If there were no

differentes between Project Concern participants and the control group,

'we wctlald have,reason to dismiss our earlier conclusion as due to self-

selection bias. The small differences shown here imply an effect of

desegregation large enough to be of significance for social policy.

pur optinistic conclusion is reinforced by statistically, significant

results whfch appear in our second "exparialentaa assignment" analysis in

this appendix.)

This alysis underestimates the' effects of Project Concern. A

large numbe of male students who entered the program in 1966 dropped

;.

out after a little as three weeks or as much, as ten years of suburban'

education, eturning *to the Hartford public schools. These students

cannot be said to have received a complete treatment. Evaluating

Project Cone to partly on the basis of performance of students who were

in the Progrm for only a brief time underestimates thecprogram effect.

A.comparison etween\the treatment and control group,is further weakened
\ t

\by:the fact that a number of students who did not enter Project Concein

were able to obtain desegregated schooling by enrolling in parochial

schools,'privaa nonsectarian schools, or through their family moving to

Bloomfield. In\using the "desegregation experience," approach we are
1

comparing a "tratment group" of students, many of whom did not receive

a desegregated education to a,."control group" of students, some of whom

did receive' a des(egregated education. Since there are more students in

the treatment group who received desegregated schooling than in the

control group, there is a viable comparison here; but one would expect

the overall treatment, effect to look very weak because of the impurity

of the design.

The lower half of the table shows at most a weak effect of

desegregation for female participants. The main difference between the

male and female result is that there is no apparent desegregation effect

k
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in enabling.females to persist in college once they liegin. Averaging

--"-1-15-roject-Contern-studonts who did and-did not finish in the city schools,

we fihd that only 17 percent completed two or more years of college,

exactly tht same percentage as did so among control students.

The data is ambiguous as the whether-the effect of Project Concern

on'high school dropout rates is limited to males or extends to females

as well-. We saw on Table 2.1 an extremely low high school dropout rate

of 9 percent.for female students who remained .in suburban schools after

entering Project Concern, However, the high schobl'dropout rate is

quite high for the minority of female Project ancern students who ,

returned to city schools: 37 percent do not receive a high school

diploma. When program dropouts and program stayers are pooled in Table

8.1, we find a 20 percent dropout rate for Project Concern students

versus a 24 percent rate for control studenti. This 4 percent

difference is considerably smaller than the 7 percent difference

obtained for male students in the same anal .sis. However, this is

certainly not clear eyidence that there is no effect. The results is

not statistically difference from zero, but is also not statistically ,

different from the 7 percent for males, which we believe reflects a_

genuine effect of Project Concern.. Perhaps desegregation is having a

beneficial effects on the high'school dropout rate of females and

perhaps it is not;,it does seem very likely that the effects are weaker

for females than for males.

We also have a second, more conservative approach available, the

"experiment assignment" method. Heie w1s simply compare every student

who was selected to go into Project Co ern in 1966 to every student in

the control group; similarly, 'every st dint who was randomly selected to

participate in Project Cohcern 'in 1968 and 1969 is compared to every

student in the randomly selected control group; and finally, every

Student who entered the program "voluntarily" is compared to every

chile a family attempted to-enroll in the program. When this is done,

dif lnces in motivation should be minimized, especially for the' two

randomly selected groups. The advantage of this approach is that it

preserves all the original random assignment in 1966 and 1968-69. Its

disadvantate is that the Project Concern-control differences are

underestimated compared to the true Program effect.
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In table B.2 we show the educational atta'i.nment of respondents

divided into the three substudies: the 1956 experiment, our constructed

retrospective experiment of randomly sampled Project Concern studes in

1968 and 1969, and students who voluntarily entered Project Concern.

The first panel of the table is for males; the first row shows their

simple (uncontrolled) educational attainment. The first 3 columns show

the mean educational attainment of Project Concern students selected in

1966, the-attainment of the 1966 control group, and the difference

between the two. ColuMns 4 through 7show the educationalcattainmentof

randomly eampled Project,Concern candidates in 1968-.69, randomly sampled

PrOjeCOncoirn candidates who refused to enter the program, a control
$. .

group of students randomly selected from the same grades from the same

,elementary schools, and the difference between the control grpdp and the

average of the Rroject Concern participantu and refl.:sets. Columns

through 10 show the attainment of Project Concern students who entered

the program in what we consider a voluntary manner, either because they

were randomly. sampled in'970-71, when the recruitment effort was less .

. and hence the refusal rate higher, or those whose names we could not
/

find on any list of'randomly sampled. students in Project Concern files.

These voinnteels are then compared to a control'group of students who

attempted-to enter the program and the difference between the two groups

The second row of the table shows the expected

for each grog of students derived from

which age, second grade test score, and the seven

is shown in Column 10.

educational attainment

regression equation in

family background variables are controlled. The data for. males shows &

strong positive desegregation effect in the voluntary substudy and in

the 1966 experiment, which is the most rigorous of theedesigns, And'its

weakest effeCts are in the 1968-69 design, the design with the strongest

bias.in the data. When regression equations are used to control on

background variables, the Project Concern effect in the 1966 experiment

actually becomes slightly stronger, and the effects of Project Concern

in the voluntary study remains very strong. The effect'of selection for'

Project Concern in the 1968-1969 retrospective experiment drops from

0.40 years of schooling to 0.20 yearg. This drop:was to Iv expected

since this control group has lower socioeconomic :status than the



.Table 8.2

.EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT-or PROJECT CONCERN PARtICIPANTS VITH AND WITHOUT FAMILY BACKGROUND CONTROLS,
BY SEX

1966
Exporlmont Substudy

.

Con
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(%) (%) ,enoo (%)

Males
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'Control
crecntego of oases)

fomnloe
Uncontrolled
controllod

,
(Poroont000 of oases)

12.7
1?.4
(12)

12.1
11

(.6. 9)
MB 12:g

(14)

12.7 "'eLe'.19) 1!..P
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75fer,tuonts se cote or iiro Oct °morn WO
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op ,4 ..05, ono-talled (t 1.961..

1968-1969
Exporlmont Substudy Voluntoor Substudy

°yore 1.1
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DI ffer
onto
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(%)
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trot DI fro r
(%) ono°
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12.4
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12.4
(11)

'11.8
12.0
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11:8
12.2
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(.40)
(.20)

(.193

12.3
12.4
(16)

12.1
12.1
(19)

.

11.3
11.4
(8)

12.2
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,
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(.12)
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.studentsselected'fOr Project Concern.

-In a separate- ..regression equation the mialea-aelected.lor-Projczt

-Concern in all three substudies wirepooled and three control.groUps:

pooled; With .the standard control variables, the estimated effect of .

being, selected by.Proje4'Concern_is'0.42 years of schoOlingswhiehls

statistically.significant.with a Onetailecltest, p < .05(tIs1.96).. Masi

value is Shown in ,parentheses-in the far right :column of the second-row..

(BecaUse program. assignment is not unbiased, the control Variables 4o

affect the estimate, raising the possibility that our effects are

°overestimated due .to inadequate control variables; however,'the effect

of. the controls is to reduce the apparent program effect-by'only 9

percent (.46 to ;42), so it does.not.seem-likelythateithernew or
.

improved control variables would reduce the estimate a'great deal.) The

estimate of 0.42 is slightly larger than we.expected, since the

difference between Project'Concern participants and the controls.using

theless conservative desegregation experience method of Table 8.1,/was.

only 0.3 years:'

In one other regression equation(data not shown in the table) we

found that the .poojed.group of students selected for ProjectConcern. has

a high school dropout-rate of 22. percent, compared to 36percent-for'.

those 'not .assigned to the program, again net of the seven control . '
,

variables; the effect is significant, p < .115 one tailed..(t=2.37).

.In the 'lower part' of Table B.2 we see.a.Similar.analysis for

females whichshowsthat Project ConCerh produced .only a weak increase

in mean :educational attainment, The first row, showing data. with no

controls, indicitesthat in'the1966 substudy andthe voluntary

substudY,, the control groups had higher educational attainment than did

the.students selecsed for project Concern. The only apparent positive

effect in the 196849 study where the females. selected for Project.

Concern-had 0:8 more years schooling than their control group. The

' The 0.42 effect is partly inflated because of the inexplicably'
high 'attainment of the students whose parents refused to volunteer them
for the program in 1968 69. If we assume that their attainment*, 12.4

years, is inflated by.sampling error and, arbitrarily reduce it-tc, 12.0,

equal to theattainment Of both the Project Concern group and control
group for the 1968-69 substudy, we would reduce the overall apparent
effect of Project Concern across all three substudies from 0.42 to 0.33.
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second row shows the .expected-level of schooling for each group derived

from the regressionequation with. age, second:lade scores,-anli-family-

))01.ckground-variables_controlled... Here. We see\that the strong positive

of feet of Project4oncernwhich appears in the 1968-1969 retrospective

experiment:is largely explained by the background ifferences between

the students., The apparent; effect of Project Concern drops from:0.8

years to 0.19.years; since our equation does7noti.nclude all reasonable

cemtrol variables (and those present are imperfectly measured) the fact

that the.effect:declines to one quarter of its original size strongly

Suggests thatwitha. more complete setlof better measured control

variables the effec.Might very well become' zero. .The introduction.of

controls.ieVerses the apparent effect:in.the 1966 experiment:, showing a

noticeableeffect apparentlyjavoring Projact:Concern'students, but

introducing controls.has no.impact.upOn'the voluntary Stlidy,which still

shows4.slight negative effect. of, Concern. The: regression

equation pOoling all three,:substudies (again reported in the second row

Of the last column)' .shows an overall. impact of assignment to Projeet

poceern of only 012. .

.

The experimental assignment methods yields an estimate of-the-

treatment. group-control group. difference which is much smaller than the

true effect of:desegregation. In the 1968 group. half of the selected-

students never entered at all. Since they were randomly' sampled, in '.

.order to preserve the experimental design it is'necessary to. include

them with the students who:did:attend thi.suburban schools; 'but

obviously the overall effect oVdesegregated education is weakened if

those students who did rec-ive a suburban.education is, diluted both by

students who attended and dropped out rather quickiy.and a large group

of stulents who never attended at all.'

There is a second bias in the educational attainment data. The

educational attainment effects of Project. ConCern are exaggerated in-the

survey-due.to a bias of nonresponse. Pooling males and females .

together, we find that all students who ever entered Project Concern

have a 27 percent\high school dropout rate 'compared to. a 42 percent.'

dropout rate for students who were either in the control group or

refused the opportunity to-participAte in 1968 - 1969.' However, about 1/4

of thie difference is removed when instead of using data from the

74 F,
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responding members'of the simple we used the entire Opulation. There

we fifirlhat nonparatipants in Prcrject-8eneernhave---a--461.
school dropout rate while participants have aS perceht dropout rate.

Since this 11 percent decreasein.the dropout rate is only three fourths

as large 'as the difference (42 percent - 27 percent = 15.percent) found

in'the survey sample, we conclude that sample, bias causes us to

overestimate the effect of desegregation on the reductioh of the dropout

rate by one-fourth.

It is difficult to arrive at an estimate of the effect of

desegregation on mate achieVement; If there were no self-selection,

then.desegregatilm would raise educational attainment to the level shown

for Project Concern completcrs in Table 2.1,. 12,7 years, 0.8 years

higher than the control group., But this'is an overestimate. At-the
.

opposite extreme, estimates- based on the.differencesAshown'between

Project,Concern participants and Control students (0.3 years) or from AO

the analysis of the seven Experimental.assignment categories .(0.42

e
years) are both too low, since they 'assume'those who do 'not participate

(or who left the.progrim early)-would not have benefited:if they had

entered.(or not left) Project Concern. If we asSume, for the sake of

example, an effect slightly above the 'two tow estimates of 0.3' and 0.42

years (and well above the value obtained in Table 2.1 of 0.8 years),.we
o

are led to conclude that ProjeCt Concern' decreased the high school

dropout 'rate from 32 percent toll'percent, and increased the number of

students receiving two or more years of college from-perhaps 21 Percent .

to perhaps 32 percent.'_. These estimates are based on a host of
.

assumptions,' any of whidh could be modified; but any reasonable set o

assumptions" will show,non-trivial effects.

SELECTION BIAS IN EFFECTS ON OTHER OUTCOMES %'

The "experimental participation" analysis of the other outcomes of

desegregatimi appears in Table B.3; the "experimental assignment"

analyt.As '.!Ipears in Tables.E4 and P.S. Table B.3 shows that Project

Concern Ten's perception of college discrimination is significantly

2 We assume 1/3 of those now in college have not yet'but will

receive 2 years of schooling,. This is 5 pilrcent of the control'group

and 8 percent of'the students in Project Concern.
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Table 8.3

'DELINQUENCY, PERCEIVED DISCRIMINATION, AND CONTACTS WITH WHITES

OP PROJECT CONCERN PARTICIPANTS, .BY SEX

ITI

s

Ever in _

Project
Concern

Cofitrol

Group

Hales'
Perceived college discrimination (X)
Uncontro4.ed .

Controllir
Perceived discrimination generafly (scale)

-( Uncontrolled .

J+

. Controlled
Police/v4olence (scale)

50
48

7

6a:

, 55
57'

, 25

26

Uncontrolled .25 .31

Contr011ed' .26 .31

Contact with whites (scale)
Uncontrolled .55 .46

Controlled ..57a .46

Moved into.white.residential area (scale)

Uncontrolled .47 .39

COntrolled
Had few friends in-college (%)

.49 ,.36

.Controlled 21 32 :

Uncontrolled 25 32.

Females
Perceived College discrimination (%)
Uncontrolled 16 15

Controlled 19- :10

Perceived discrimination generally (scale)

Uncontrolled .50 .52

Controlled .48. .50

Police/violence(scale)
tIncontrolled ,10 .13

Controlled .14 .12

Bore child-before ase 18 (X)

Uncontrolled° 18 26

Controlled 20 24

Conta$ with whites (scale)
Uncontrolled .43- .42

Controlled . I

Moved into white residential area (scale)

.44 .40

Uncontrolled .

'.52 .42

Controlled .558 .39

Had few friends in college (%)
Undontro/led 18 35

Controlled 18a 34

NOTE: Controllins 'on family bacItground, age,Cand test scores..

a
r < .05, one-tailed test

46
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Table 13.5

DELINQ(1.ENCY, PERCEIVED'DISCRIMINATION, AND CONTACT WITH WHITES
,

OF FEMALE PROJEC! CONCERN PARTICIPANTS

.3

1966 Experiment 196D-1969
' Substudy Experiment Substudy

Con-.
PC trol

Poltee/ylolenceAsosie)
Uncontrolled .11 .09
Controlled .08 .09

Perceived-college dis4
crUmination (scale)

'Uncontrolled .09 .50
Controlled

Perceived discrimination
.07 447

.. generally (scale)
Uncontrolled .36 .48
centmliod .34 .41

Dora 0164 before ago 16
(%)

Uncontrolled '21 14

Controlled 19 21

Contact with whites
(scale)

Uncontrolled .67 .51

Controlled .58 ,39

Moved* into white resi-
dential area (scale)

Uneontrolled° .74 .30

Controlled ..423

Had few friends In
college. (%)

Uncontrolled

11

22' 0
Controlled 14 0

Percentage of cases 9 9

111111010.1116MM11.1.1..1.11.1.1.101== Ismmlww.=..WM11011=111110MMilMM..m..

Volunteer ,

Substudy

Differ-, .Re- Con- Differ,-
once PC fused- trol once 'PO

006-.'Differ Overall
trol . once Effect

-(.02)' ,10 '04 .13 (-.01)
( -.01) .09 ...07 .06 (.02)

1

.11 .25 (.14)

.13 .22 (...09)

.11.14101

,11
.12 .06 .11

.10 .09
!:g1 .21 .12 (-.09I

.22 .12 (.10)

hil)2) .56 .54 .49 (:SO) .51 .56 (!..05).

(- 7) .56 .56 .50 ( 7) .53 .51 (.02) '...(.02) ,

`4

5
2115 11 27 4.4

15 7 3 (I ;;

(.16)
48

.43: .32 .44 (::070/ ° :13
(09) .46 .30. . (

t:44) . .42 .3.1 ,48 (-.11)
6) .42 .28 .53 (-.18)

.28 22 48
5

(

22 23 4 (-.111

13 11 31
111241

:42
,46

13
13
19

IIIIMMP1.1.1,110..ftibmsommei

7.

1--gr (-6)

.29 (.04)

.31 (.05) (.01

.4

.42
3 1171 (.05)

4 (-35)
50
8

(-37) (.17)
9



lower than that of the control group.

The evidence from:the eXperimonta/ assignment analysis is mixed but

encouraging. In Tables 8.4 ,
favoring,

Project Concern for the voluntary substudy, but not for the 1966

substudy, Data for the 1968-9 substudy is ambiguous, since Project

Concern. articipants have 164 perceptions of discrimination.but Project

refusers have a very high rate (perhaps having inherited from their

parents the suspiciousness thattausedtheir.;parents to refuse to enroll

.

them in the Project 15 years:earlier?). The anilysis.pr'esented 'in the

body of this report finds' that desegregated school experience has. no

effect onwomen's perCeption of discrimination; Tables 8.3i B.4 and B.5

agree. , . .

The!re isa sizeable difference,in the polite contact/aggression

scale scores of students who remained in Project Concern .in4 those.who

dropped out or returned to city schools, suggesting a strong
.

salt-

.

selection bias in the.analysis. 4coover, Table B.3 shows that when

Project Concern.dropouts are included with program completers of isroject

Concern participants, there is still a difference favoring Project

Concern male students:. Project Concern students score, 26 on this scale,

compared to 31 for the control group, after social 'class, age, and
o

peCond grade achievement scores have been entered ap.controls. This

difference is nbt significant,- (With an effective random sample of 253

.malesi p < .07 cag ..ailed.) Despite this we believe that desegregation

probably does reduce difficulties with the police and with violence; the

difference here represents a 20 percent reduction-in,difficulty, and we

think that with a larger study a significant-effect would have appeared.

11 we momentarily suspend our reservations dbbut this non-

significant finding, we have another difficulty; what estimate shall we

Make of the effect of desegregation on trouble with the police and with

violence? The effect estimated from comparing only the Project Concern

completers to the control group who finithed'in city schools in Table

2.2, 15 gpercent, is clearly an overestimate, but at the saie time the

estimate derived from including all Project Concern dropouts, 6 percent,

is no doubt too conservative. Students who have withdrawn from the

program.presubably cannot get all its benefits.

79
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TableS*BA and B.5'ana4zes the'data in terms ol. student assignment.

to the initial experithental design. The,results for malesindicate that

after-cont sols :for family backgroundi age and early test scores, there

ia,a.very wealtlirogram affect for the 1966 experiment and the 1968-69

substudy.and.very strong effeCts for the volUntary substudy. The overall

differencebetween the students assigned to Project Concern, including

refusers, and those assigned'to control status is 4 percent, a result

whose magnitude is consistent,with the results in Table B.3.

The seventh and eighth rows of the bottom panel offrTable B.3 show ,

`that female.participants have a lower rate of teenage childbearing than,

do the 6/6 control groups when they are combined--a rate of 20 percent

for the'Project Concprn group versus 25kpercent.for the control group.

In Table'3.5, when we examine the relationship between childbirth before

age 18 and-membership in each designcategory, we find a, significant A

percent reduction.in,childbirth for students:. .nitially-ASsigned'to

Project Concern (p <:05, one-tailed, t=1.67),

Table B.3 also shows data on various measures of interracial

relations. For both males and-feMales,.having participited.in Project'

Concernis associated with higher rates of-contact with whites, greater

likelihood of househunting in white neighborhoods and lower rates of

complaining about lack .of friends in college.

Two of the findings in Table B.3 are significant: effects on the

"contact 'with whites" scale for males, and the "movcd,into white

residential areas" scale for females, In Tables B.4'and B.5, if we look

at all ,six male outcome variables and at four female outcome variables

(chi4dbirth befOre age 18,,contact with whites, moving into white

residential areas and having friends in college) We find that 22 of the

30 differences are in the predicted direction. One variable, perceived

dperimination generally for males, shows a difference J.In the expected

direction in only one substudy; six other outcomes show effects in the

predicted direction in two substudies, and in three cases (contact ;with

police and perceived college discrimination 4or males, and early

childbearing for females) the results are as predicted'in all threeu

oubstddies. We also are encouraged by the Iact that results when .

the family background and second grAde test scores are controlled shows

80
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,'a pattern 4hich is very similar to that.obtained before. the Control

'variables are introduced. This suggests that the control variables are'
/

having.rOatively weak effects and are not strongly correlateay-fa-the.-
1

design clitegories. This in_, turn implies that problems of

multicolflinearity4and regression effects are nOt of great..impOrtance..'

We/Conclude the tke\follo0i4 apparent effectS of desegregation on2

minority stUdentsshow one or more statistically significant effects

after self,-icelection,bias is removed, and therefore'cannot be expla0ed

is-tile results of.self.4election bias: ,

,

a

male high school dropout ral.es.

male college retention rates..,

. male perception of college. -,c4:,-

, female childbearing bef9mage 18

make.contactwith whites --,.
'417

female houiehunting in, p$ white neighborhoods-'7--'--A,
N

..,.,

lo, female complaints of few friends in college.. c,.4

f

..6

0'

S.

'VD
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